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An Analysis of Erikson's and Piaget's Theories of Human Growth

4s "basic research in education," this report focuses on the

emotional or personal development of the child. In the wake of .

Sputnik, this side of education was neglected and, only now begins

to receive thattentiyn.it deserves. Two giants in psychology

speak to this side of e'ducation, Erik H. Erikson and Jean Piaget.

While educators have paipa great attention to Piaget's work on

cognitive development, they -have passed over ideas of both Piaget

and Erikson on affective development.

In response, this report provides a theoreticl,:l. basis for

developing educational programs that consider both the perSonal

and cognitive dimensions of education.

Part I ib (to my knowledge) the first attempt to synthesize

'Erikson's whole theory of development. It is only a beginning and
c

invite's further analysis. Part II, I believe, is the first inte-

gration of Piaget's and Erikson's stages of chilfihood growth, which

results in both being strengthened despite their fundamentally

different starting, points. Part I compares major theories of

identity formation as the ,pritical task of adolesence and suggests

a reformulation of how identity emerges from the individual's

relation to his social world.
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Preface

This repoft is an outgrowt1 a graduate seminar on the

sociology of education which I taught at Princeton University.

'Seminar members chose astheir special project the relation

between social institutions (school being one) and personal growth.

This led to a close reading of Erik Erikson16 theory of psycho-

social development with an emphasis on the social side of his

wri4ngs. From this beginning, other parts of the research
4

developed. _A am particularly indebted to two members of the

seminar, Michael Stall and Val Burris, for their contributioni.

As my research assistant, Val Burris was responsible for the

second and third parts of this report. Another research

assistant, Paul Stepansky, did valuable work on other aspects

of the research. Finally, I amgrateful to Professors Robert

Tucker and Bruce Mazlish for their .support and good ideas.

.
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The Thought of Erik Erikson: A Develo:mental Theory of Society

.Erik H. Erikson has earned wide,respect for his original theory

of human growth and for the warm intelligence of his writing. His-

torians, sociologists, educators and clinicians draw lOpon his work

to und,rst4hd the development of the personality, especially after

infancy. Though appreciated foiextending beyond the first few

years Freud's theory of personality development, Erikson's contri-

bution towards understanding how the individual and society relate

to one another has received little notice. :.loreover, his ideas

come,in piecess.so that the social theory of Erikson eludes most
/-

readers. This essay attempts to bring Zrikson's concepts together

in a developmental theory of society, ,a theory which shows how

the character of social institutions is rooted in man's epigenetic

nature. Thus Erikson's familiar "psychosocial theory of develop-
.

ment" rests in a larger frame. It provides a framework for analyz-

..

ing the ains between individuals and the structure of society inN

which they find thejnselves.

The character of Erikson's work stems from two, interrelated

sources: his emphasis on conscious, ego development instead of the

unconscious interaction between the superego and the_id, and his

"Eight Ages of Man" from birth to death. Unlike some other ego

psychologists, Erikson roots his theory in Freud. He worked out in

detail, "Hartmann's concept of autonomous ego development of

.anxiety" (Erikson 1959b:14). This hecalpad the psychosocial.

theory of development. e

Although Erikson's work is much more psychological than social,

his conceptual framework invites one to make links between the

-1)0.007*
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individual (both as a child and later as an adult) and major social

institutions.. His clinical stidies of Indians, Veterans,'world

leaders and contemporary ybuth arefully consider.the social and

cultural context of personal experience. In a sense, this paper

will assume the oppo to style; formalizing the psychosocial 0

character of human life while omitting in its short' span the rich

clinical detail which Erikson so. ably provides..

It is simplest to pr ceedgfrom the familiar to the less

familiar by starting with Eri son's eight ages of man. Ifss
*

understood is how Erikson arrived 'at these stages by deriving

them from stages of physiologicai development. From there the

essay shall argue that the eight stages cannot be understood out-

side of the social institutions which originate from them, influ-

ence them and depend upon them for sustenance. Within the limita-

tions of this paper, we shall h ve to assume an epigenetic theory `

of physiological maturation, as do Freud and Erikson. Whether" this

confounds or illuminates the theory will depend-on the reader,

.The Eight Ages of Man
4

Erikson presents human,growth-a3"conflicts, inner and outer,

which the vital personality weathers, re-emerging from each crisis

with an increased seneeof inner Unity, with an increase of good

judgment, and an increase ih the capacity. 'to do well' according to

his own-standards and to 'the standards of those who are significant
.

,

IV
I

to him" (Erikson 1968a:92). FroT this short statement emerge two

important themes. Fist, Erifcsbn's is a conflict theory, more in

the-style of Lewis Coser than Ralf Dahrendorf. That is, 'internal

(P-
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conflicts provide the force to push,. the individua to greater strength,

.>

and integration.- Second, the passage defines thr healthy,. normal

personality. This-is one of Erikson's great co tributions. In

Contrast to many psychoanalytic writers Who on y define pathological

'quit

man, Erikson's ideas center on healthy man. Alt the same time, this

emphasis/bothers -some readers of Erikson. Hi major early writings

4

44**exude such a harmony and faith in tIte good capacities man that
/

.

his ideas se* inapplicable to troubled People in a troubled society...

.
. /

However, this tone is not a necessary part pi Erikson's concepts.

As David Rapaport reminds us (E4kson 1959:

N

outcome of

each stage of development is balance be ealt

pathological extremes by which Erikson Pr es/the border

normal case, it is a tipped balance where n7. ego strength

weakness, leaving an active tension in.the healthy person kson

1964:139). These pairs of strengths and weaknesses provide the

agenda for the .developmental crises which make upthe eight ages

of man.

r,

Basic Trust vs. Mistrust

Autonomy vs. Shame and Doubt.

Initiative vs. Guilt

Industry vs. Inferiority

Identity vs. Identify Diffusion
(Role Confusion

A

Intimacy vs. Isoltion

Generativity vs. Stagnation
41. (Self- Absorbtion),

Ego Integrity vs. DeFpair

These stages reflect Erikson's emphasis'on the process of development,

ti
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rather than substance. The qu ali es emerging from each state are

. .1

active forces in a person by which he4shapes the specific content of
4 ...

his ;life.
\

ife. Moreover, the1 ,emp asis in Erikqoh on, these psychosocial

^

cr.l.ses is a concern for heightened process. x

04 4 For Erikson, crisisdoes not mean an emergeqcy.
.
"Crisis is

1...
.

used here in a developmental sense.to connote not threat of

catastrophe, but a turning point, a crucial period of increased

vulnerability and heightened potential, arid theri, the ontogenetic

source of gdnerational strength and maladjustment" (Erikson 1968a:

96). Thus each of these qualities has a time of gradual ascendence,

"a crisis when if is most prominent, a metamorphosis emerging from

. the resolution (a resolution prepared by previous Et ages), and dub -

sequent re-integrations. into eac later stage (Erikson 1964:140-13

J

This sequence is based on the idea of epigenesis, perhaps the

1968a:91,5). The need for subsequent re-integration' means that a

person doep not gain or lose a particular ego strength once forall
1.

time.
I

. Rather, each stage challenges to new grbwth what ego strengths

have been acquired and provides an opportunity to overcome past

weaknesses s-and defenses.

In his theory, Erikson is also stating that each stage and its

resolution must pracede those which follow. Autonomy haS little

Chance of developing if some measure of basic trust has not been

established, and the ability of taking initiative without doubt and

quilt rests in turn on some degree of trust and autonomy.

most misunderstood foundation of Eriksont theory. Taken in its'.

original,.strong meaning, epigenesis refers to a biological theory

that an embryo develops from the success differ -tion of an .
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Originally undifferentiated structure. Thus epigenesis means both a

seqUenCe of stages and a gradual "progression through time of a

differentiatj.on of parts" (Erikson 1968a:93). Many readers.of

Erikson regard his stages as vaguely-Conceived, intuitively sensible

observations by,a wise clinician. This impression comes from the

deceptive grace of Erikson's writing, but there is little doubt

that he takes his epigenetic principle seriously and not metaphor-

ically. He explains this principle.d4 meaning that "anything has

. a ground plan, and that out of this ground plan the parts arise,-

each part having its time of special ascendancy, until all parts

have arisen to form a functioning lic4eu (1368a:92). In the

passage that follows, his-,orgument becomes more explicit.

ANN,

.1.the healthy child, given a reasonable amount of
proper guidance, can be trusted to obey inner laws of

developm6nt, laws which create a succession Of potenr
tialities for significant interaction with those
persons who tend and respond to him and those insti-.

tutions which are ready for him. While such inter-
action varies from culture to culture, it must remain
within the proper rate and the proper sequence which
governs al; epigenesis. Personality, therefore, can
be said to develop according to steps predetermined
in the human organism's readiness to be driven toward,
to be aware of, and to interact with a widening radius
of significant individuals and institutions...(emphasis
added) (1969a:93)

The epigenetic principle, therefore, underlies Erikson!s con -
\

cept of the healthy adult personality. He adopts Marie Jahoda's

a

definition of the latter as one who !'masters his environment,

shows 4 certain unity of personality and is Le to perceive the

world,and-himself correctly" (1969a:92). In his writings, Erhipon

regards the child as init ally lacking these adult qualities but

as gaining them through mastering successive 'crises.

,) 0
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An epigenetic theory must be grounded in physiological growth,

and, ric n relates his to Freud's psychosexu'al insights by

emphasizing their epigenetic quality (1963b: Chapter 2). Thus he

emphasizes the physiological and therefore genetic developmepts of

the Lreanism" which underlie Freud's theory off psych/. It should

be clear that although this essay began with the-familiar psych6-

social stages, Erikson begins with the development and dgferentia-

,/
:tiori of organs, argues (followini.Freud) their interrelationship with

psychosexual changes and then shows how each stage has a psychosocial

crisis eterging from the,ppysiologiCal crisis of the organ modality.

"Organ modality" refers to the behavioral styles of different

organs (receiving, taking, giving, letting go, holding on, making,

etc.) Bach of whiCh has its time of physidal predominance during

whi- the individual learns how to work and control its use.

thq p:,/chosocial crises, -each organ has its conflicting modalities.

A,

Holding on and letting 0 of the anus :3 a familiar example. Once

again,.Eri,kson writes of a "proper rate" and "normal sequence."

°nee again, each organ has. its time of origin, And another time

fattarveetermines the most critical stage of development.

We now realize that for E rikson to postulate stages of p:rson-,

ality development beyond the early jears he had first to work4g4

their physical foundation. Few seem to realize that Erikson

/

stretched our understanding of man's growth by extending psycho-.

. r
sexual stages beyond puberty. For example, the genital stage in

young adulthood seems to be closely linked to having (or not having)

chil(lren. PlnaAy, the last stage in Erikson's model is most,

clearly marked by the age when genital activity wanes. 'Notice in

r.
.
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tile- list belbw how closely the pSychosoipial crises reflect the
A.

.

ceptral.issue the personfaces)in coping withhis phviological
4

stage of ' development.

We.

"(ERIKSOWS P§YCHOSOCIAL STAGES AND THEIR EkGENETIC ROOTS

Stages of SexualF' Stages of Ego DeVelooment

Development (psychosocial crises)

Oral-senSpry

Anal-muscular.

Basic trust vs.
Mistrust

Autonomy vs.
Shame and Doubt

Phallic- Oedipal Initiative Vs.-

Locomotor Guilt

Latency

Puberty

Genital-Young
Adulthood

Indust* vs.
Inferiority

'Identity vs.
'Identity Diffusion

Intimacy vs.
Isolation

Genital- Generativity vs.

Adulthood le Stagnation

Post-Genital Ego Integrity vs.
Despair

A Developmental Theory of Society

The character of Erikson's psychosocial stages and their rela-

tion to society cannot.be fully grasped by merely understanding

their roots in physiological and psychosexual development. Taking

*This implies that psy. social crises occur At quite fixed ages, .

In fact, they arise-with their organ modalities, but they may not

be resolved,for sometime. Luther, for example, had a long identity;

crisis. Such prolonging (or acceleration) modifies later stages

(1964:139ff).

i 3
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the culture into account helps some, becauseit supplies the

symbols and the content for each phase in a person's life. Thus

"basic trust" is a universal problem wh all small children must

confront (and confront agaiwas adole cents and again as adults),

)out the culture aetermines in what a person will place his trust...

Of greater importance than culture.to the theory before us, however, '

is the interconnection between stages of. development, and social

institutions. Each crisis in development is worked out by people

together, generation after gAieration. From these struggles evolve,

social institutions, repositories of the ego strengths collectively.

gained and thus stable social frames in which developmental crises

can be successfully resolved..

An example of this process can be seen in the anal stage, when

the crisis is one of autonomy, of holding do and letting go. One

begins by recognizing, this as a glysiologiCal problem, but it

immediately becomes a psychological one too. A child begins with

epigenetic drive4, far less complete than those of other animals.

In training the child,the parents and significant others guide

these energy fragments and give them meaning. For example, social

institutions will greatly influence the proper ratio df letting go

and holding on which constitutes autonomy in that society, and after

the crisis has passed, that resolution will generalize itself to

other orgps and other activities than the control of feces - for

example sexual activity, eating and talking. "The outcome of this

more variable completion of drive patterns by tradition:- gloridus

as it is in its cooperative achievements and in its inventive

specializations and refinements - forever ties the individual to

(
tH) 1 4,
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the traditions and to the institutions of his childhopd milieu, and

exposes it to-the - not alWays logical, and just - autocracy of his

inner governor, his conscience" (Erikson 1963:97).

This theory presents an interesting notion of socialization,

where the surprising term, "genetically social character of the

individual"I has-real meaning. Societal norms are not grafted on to

0

the genetically asocial individual. Rather, the society makes the

individual a member "by influencing the manner in which he solves

the tasks posed by each phase of his epigenetic development"
etq'

(Erikson 1959:15). Al though grounded in Freud's work, this theory

departs significantly from him at this point, and a comparison

between tke two needs more attention than can be given here.

It is clear that while-the individual develops along predeter-

mined steps, they are steps of readiness, of potential. As the

quotation, on. pa4ecindicates, individuals need social institutions

ready for them to mature. Erikson states that "Society...tends to

be so constituted as to meet and invite this succession of poten-

tialities for interaction and attempts to safeguard and to encourage

the proper rate and the proper sequence of their unfolding (1963:

270). The theory pogtulates an interdependenCy between three

levels of process: the somatic, the psychological, and the social.

As in Freud, the somatic,and the social lay down the parameters of

development and the rules of behavior, while the ego mediateS to

assure a sense of identity, becoming stronger in the process.

There is little sense here, as there is in Freud, that the social

opposes the somatic. Rather organs and drives await molding and

coordination into an socially integrated mature being.

J0015
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An impOrtant conceit which ties toge-Lher some of these develop-
_

1 -

mentalrstages is what Erikson calls cogwheling. In this process,

caretaking persons who represent society are coordinated to the

.
developing individual by means: both of their inborn responsiveness

to his needs and their own stage-specific needs, thus forming a

sl4tem ot generation andegeneration (19591). In particular, the

Stages of childhood and adulthood cogvilleel. Nothing so srongly

calls out for intimacy as an infant seekng trust, and nothing

instills a,sense of generativity so much asseeitg one! s offspring

gain autonomy and initiative. (The undercw:rent of valuer h.Tre is

great l. it appears that the bachelor Or "sPinster," is doomed to

isolation, stagnation and despair. But this assumption is not

built into the structure of tlie theory. Rather, it reflects

Erikson's Western, mid-century experience). The cogwheeling works

in both directions; the more trusting a baby becomes, the more love

rid delight it expresses, which deepens its intimacy with its care-

ers. Erikson writes4that every parent knows,that the vulner-

ability of being newly born and the meekness of innocent needs

have a power all their own to bring whole families to the baby's

command (1964:114).

Institutions seem to enter this developmental theory of. society

in two ways, but Erikson only deals with one. He believes that the

adult manifestations of each crisis resolution are collectively

organized into such institutions as religion, law or the economy

(19(53b:273:4). Before elaborating on this argument, let us con-

sider the second role of institutions, as immediate social contexts

for ego development. Such institutions as the family or the school



.

are often mentioned by Erikson as he illu-strates his points, but

they are not linked clearly to different phases of development or

to his main argument. Yet they seem crucial and therefore worth

describing for the various stages.

AS a rough start, we can postulate. that
.
the crucial institution

B
for the first two stages is the family,and that loving, hopeful,

trusting care is essential for the first Stage. In:the second

stage, firmness enters as a new quality which must be balanced with

loVe and acceptance for the, child, if he is to gain a sense of

autonomy. without too much shame or guilt/. In Erikson, these

environments have, respectiVely, a female and a male cast to them

(1958:255).

Although the family remains an importazt institution,-14y and

relarns with peers become very important forthe third and fourth

stages. As soon as school starts, the teacher takes an ac :ive role

in determining one's sense of industry. Since-Erikson casts this
.

fourth stage in terms of.being productive, we sense a move away

from ascribed relations and a move towards adult values in the

4

society at large. Parsons argues that school introduces universal-

i.9tic values to the child, who before then has been treated as a

unique individual in his family up to that time. This shift from

ascribed, particular valUes of home to the achieved, universal

E

values of school is an important ingredient of the fourth crisis.

During the identity crisis (Stage V), almost every institif=.

tional setting seems important; for one is reformithg and uniting

all previous elements into a cogent whole. Family, school, the

self as seen in peers and in adults all pertain to this task.

J0017
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m/The time e Of intimacy (Stage VI) seems closely focused on the

/ 'V
i

couple. Even thou4h people at this age work sad live in many coh-
.

text', the couple; and perhaps, close friends; are the context that

really matter. In somesocietiei one's family would also be.important

as one reestablished family ties, not in the role of child' but of

new adult.

Ironically,.children become the most ,immediate people concerned

T
.with generativity (Stage VII); once again the family is the main

institution but as seen from the parents' point of view. This is

also the time when one's job takes full shape. The way in which

work is organized in a society affects a person's sense of generativ-

.ity or stagnation. The community is a third arena for working out

the seventh stage of maturity.
,....,

It is difficult to imagine the institutional context for the
...

fi al psychosocial crisis, ego integrity versus despair. This i-

.

Erikson's weakest stage and needs the most work in all of its
r

ramifications. The most obvious institutional settings for old

people are small dwellings where they live alone or nursing homes,

both smelling of despair. Perhaps this is why an optimistic author svt),-, cos.

-`,". is silent; for most older people in America there/Are few institu-

tional supports for final integrity.*

The more distant set of institutions which Erikson discusses

stem from the ego strengths of each stage which in their more

general form Erikson calls virtues, one fOr-e-i.Chcrisis,

*I'omit here the negative impact of these social institutions, the
ways in wAch the+ can disconfirm a person or reject rather than
invite his emerging modalities. In future work I hope to show how
this developmental theory of society deepens our understanding of
contemporary social pathologies.
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and he argues that society needs them to-thrive (1963b:273-4).

Virtues are the lasting outcome of the "favorable ratios" of

successfua:to unsucc essful solutions arrived at during each psycho-
..

social stage. They are an essential link, because they constitute

the process by which ego strengths can 'be imparted to the-next

generation. Major institutions in society are their product,

their permanent expression, the context which will support and

shape the psychosocial solutions of newer generations. They are

not "external ornaments easily added or omitted according to the

fancies of esthetic pr moral szyle" (1964:135). Erikson calls them

"basic virtues" becauie without them and their reemergence from

generation to generation, all other and more changeable systems of

human values lose their spirit and theilf relevance (1964).

Erikson, therefore, writes tenatAvely of Hope, Will, Purpose,

and Competence as the virtues developed in childhood; of Fidelity in

adolescence; and of Love, Care and Wisdom in adulthood (1964:118-34).*

Although they seem unrelated, they depend on each other. Will can-

. not be trained until hope is secure, nor can love become reciprocal

until fidelity has proven reliable. Because they form the vital

link between ma's psychosocial dvelopment and the social institu-,

tions whidh shape it, they are a "blueprint of essential strengths

which evolution has built both with the ground plan of the life

stages ai into that of man's institutions" (1963b:274).

Here is a second cogwheel, not lietween adults and children but

0'

'*Like much of his schema, the virtues receive little elaboration. .

Erikson has given more attention to fidelity in "Youth" (1962) and

Youth (1965).

I) 1 9
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between the institutional stringth§ of society which reflect th= ege--

*
strengths of previous ,generations and the develdping eg6 which loo s

to the sobiety for guidance as it grows. This,..then, is the most

immediate.conhection between the basic virtues and the essentials.of

an organized human community: adults are organized (among o

reasons) for the purpose of deriving from the collectivity and from

its traditions a fund of reassurances and a set of methods which

enable them to meet the needs of the next generation in relative

independence of the vicissitudes of individual fate (1964:152).

Thus, basic virtues are anchored in three uifterent systems, the

epigenesis of individual development, the sequence of generations

and the growth of the ego.

ERIKSON'S DIMENSIONS OF DEVELOPMENTAL THEORY OF SOCIETY
Supporting
Social
Institutions

Religion\-

Stages of Sexual Stages of Ego Development Basic
Development (psychosocial crises) Virtues

Oral-Sensory Basic trust vs.
Mistrust

Anal-muscular Autonomy vs.
Shame and Doubt

Hope
(Faith)

Judicious
will

Phallic-Oedipal Initiative vs. Guilt Purpose

Latency Industry vs. Compe-
Inferiority. tence

Puberty.

Genital-Young
Adulthood

Genital -

Adulthood Stagnation
. as

Identity, vs.

Identity Diffu on

Intimacy vs.
Isolation

Law
(politics)

&conomy

irk techno17
ogy (Job
struAure)

Fidelity Ideology
(World View)

Love

GeneratiJity vs.. Care

Post-Genital Ego Integrity vs. Wisdom
Despair
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Family
(Customs of
Intimacy)

Education
(broadly
conceived)

Philosophy
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Like stages of psychosocial develop7-ent, each virtue has a time

of ascendence, a metamorphosis and later reintegrations in subsequent

stages:: nhus,hope in infancy already has an element of willfulneSs

which, however, cannot be challenged as yet in'the way'it must be

When the crisis of will arrives in the play age" (Erikson 1964:141).

The negative of these virtues is not vice but weakness, prodIlaiqa_j

disorder, dysfunction and disintegration. 'Otis means that the

---

basic virtues are closely related, to order, personal and social;
.

.

and themselves have an orderly sequence.

The healthy personality, however, dc:e.s not emerge merely from

a succession of phYsical, mental and psychosexual stages. It must

be verified at every point by social reality or something is lost.

The vital virtues are qualities "arising from the convergence, in

each life and in each generation, of enfolding capacities with

existing Institutions" (1964:142). The important question for our
)

time is what happens when existing institutions do net converge with

the individuals unfolding capacities?

Erikson's work is important because so much of it concerns

Rocial and personal object relations. Object relations have

gained increasing attention among clinicians, and they form a

vital link between psychic7 and sociology. Unlike most theories
6.1

of socialization, the developmental theory of society outlines the

interconnections between social and personal object relations.

One Stage in the Developmental Theory - An Illustration

Since most of this paper is quite abstract, it may help to

illustrate the relations between different dimensions of the theory

t.,
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and their mechanisms. The stage of. Industry vs. Inferiority serves

as a gobd illustration while it brings our attention to the important

role which technology plays in development, initially-at this fourth

stage andand later In the fifth-and seven th .stages.

In classical psychoanalytic theory, this fourth stage coincides

with` latency. In.contemporary society, it covers the ages of six

to eleven, the years of elementary school. During latency,

a child's love for the parent of the opposite sex and rivalry with
e-

the parent of the same sex lie dormant. During this period, which

kollotas one of extensive play and expanding imagination,

the child learns to reason with a sophistication not possible before.

In play, the child becomes !ocial and shares with other children.

Now the child is more ready to watch adults, imitate what they do,

and attach themselves to adult models. Having acquired mastery

over, much of his body and muscles, the child nbw wants to do some-

thing, to make something, in short, to extend his mastery from his

own body to the world around him.

But when they reach school age, children in all
cultures receive some systematic instruction...In
preliterate people much is learned from adults who
become teachers by acclamation rather than by appoint-
ment, and much is learned from older children, but the
knowledge gained is related to the basic skills of
simple technoloqies...(1968a:122-3).

While children still play and need time to themselves, Erikson

believes that "they all, sooner or later, become dissatisfied and

disgruntled without a sense of being able to make things and make

them well and even perfectly: it is that I have called the sense of

industry" (1968a:123).

The society invites this new emphasis. It senses; just as the

J0022
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individual' child doed in extending his mastery, that the child must

learn now to become a potential worker and provider. Every society

has institutions which invite this development. "Zr: many nations
S

today, 'the schools represent this new orientation, and they also

embody new values, different from those at home. pAs Parsons has

explained, the school treats the new pupil like a little adult.

Teachers measure the'worth of a student by his "achievements," not

'..by ascribed values like those'in the home. The criteria are uni-

versal, nqt particular to each indiviatal. The curriculum centers

around technical competence rather than perbonal qualities.

Needless to say, this is an ideaiizeciportrait of how the

transition works./ One important task to be done is to analyze

preciselphow realifty differs, from this ideal and to consider the

consequences. For example, technologically inspired achievement

values have probably entered middle-class homes to such a'degree

that many children of industrial nations gaip their whole sense of

worth from their performance. When there is .no ascriptive base, no

one to say, "I love you because you are my child and for no other

reason," the effect on a generation's identity can be troubled.

If the child comes out of a family which loved and accepted

him unconditionally so that he could dream and play without anxiety,

he now sublimates the drives which made him dream and play %Is. Y:c n e.

approved. goal of producing things. "He develops perseverenceand

adjusts himself to the inorganic laws of the tool world" (1968a:1241.

His ego now includes tools'and his skills with-them.

The relationship between psychosexual development in this stage

and the crisis of industry versus inferiority is a complementary

J0023
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rather than a direct one. Unlike previous stages, an inner upheaval
I t

does not lead directly 4a. new" mastery. Latency finds strong drives

dormant, but only as a "luil'before:the.storm of pebertY".(1968aa26).

Society uses this.lull in, sexual development to develop the tool

possibilities of body, mind and thing-world' and -&postpone further

440

progress along sexual and sensual lines until they become part of a

larger area of social responsibility" (1968a:123). Erikson makes

,its social'basis clear:

Since industry involves dolng things beside and with
others, a first sense of division of labor and of differ-
ential opportunity--tliat sense of the technolouicel
ethos of a culture--develops,at this time. Therefore, the
configurations of culture and the manipulations basic to
the prevailing technology must reach meaningfully into
school- life, supporting, in every child a feeling -of compe-
tence--that is, the free exercise of dexterity and intel-
ligence in the completion of serious tasks unimpaired by
an infantile sense of inferibrity. This ih the lasting

basis or .cooperative. participation in productive adult
lire-V.2'6)

The danger is a,sense of estrangement, from the tasks the chill

is doing and from himself, a sense of inferiority._ In describing

this danger, Erikson suggests how previous stages relate to this one.

This may be caused by an insufficient solution. of the
prgreding conflict: the child may still want his. mommy
more than knowledge:. he may still prefer to be the baby
at home rather than the big child in school; he still
compares himself with his father, and the comparison
arouses a sense of guiltas well as a sense of inferiority.
Fhmily life r1,1 nnt have prop,Lred him for s._11,00l life, or

school life may fail to sustain the promis.6 of earlier
stages in that nothing that he has learned to do well so
far seems to court with his fellows or his teacher (1968a:
124).

When a child finds out that his race or the status of his parents

decides his, worth rather than his will to learn, it may deeply

affect his sense of inferilDrity. For, as many black childre

U N 024
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America ..hive learned, he discovers that the family that loved and

nurtured him, the parents he respected, at "no good" in the larger

world. And neiherAis he.

Milder forms of pathology that may be common include the

experience or going through years of school without seyer Acquiring'

"the enjoyment of work and pride in.doing at least one kind of thing

really well*" (1968a:125). Another form- -some think the malaise of

our time -- occurs when a child accepts work as the only criterion of

worth. Imagination and play are sacrificed. He becomes a slave to

his technology* and to those who control it.
-7

The ounines_gf this stage signify the important advance which .

Erikson has made in psychoanalytic theory. His emphasis on the role

of social institutions and the influences\of persons outside the

family (especf;lly in school) on personality development extends

developmental the8ry beyond the primary group. At the same-time,

'one senses in this fourth stage that childhood is coming to an end,

that'this young person is now beginning his adult identity. The

tone of Erikson's discusAion about this stage is sober and unchild-.

like. Significantly, his first step towards a matured identity

involves t9ols and one's relation to production.

Sources of Change in the Develoomental Theor, of Society

Taken in their strongest sense, the writings of Erikson lead to

a bio-psychological theory of society. Postulating an epigenetic

theory of development, Erikson outlined the basic crises of the

organism which constitute each stage of development, the range of

outcomes of the crises and the value orientations which emerge

9 0 ;?, 5
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. ,
frqm each. Moreoverr, he states that the ''strength" and "virtue" of

each "stage" area prerequisite for coping with the next stage.

0
(Many of ,these common words have specific meanings.91, He outlinei

.mode epigenisis, in which each mode lies dormant, awaiting its time

. f
oPtxAnsformation when it changes its function to a corresponding

t.
. <

behavior modality,

So far, the theory focuses on the indiVidual, but Erikson alsoI. . .

postulates the need for supporting social institutions and their

I-
.

need of human dispositions to support them. ,This concept of

mutuality is mportant, when one considell,Ohe-causal chain. A.

developmental stage, whose form is latent in the organism, brings

forth a "l(rength" whose remnant in adult life produces a corres-

11

ponding "virtue" which supports and is reflected in a corresponding

1

"social institution," which for another generation provides the

nurturing context for .someone else in that developmental stage.

These relations and sequences for each gia3cedtrelined in the

The most significant source of change in this developmental

theory is culture. The theory does pot specify the'content for

each ego stAngth or virtue. Nor does it describe the structure

of those social institutions which embody the strengths (and weak-

nesac,0 of pa:It generations. Hi3-.)ri-dllv the theory pr,-,videil

shell in which to place the changing forms of faith or technology.

It definis the structure of content. Its great advantage is to

offer a way of thinking about many events and trends in the social ,

and cultural life of an era 17 that one can make connections between

particular and general observations. The theory also helps one to

A 0*
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. i 1
,i

for.about symbols and their significance forboth the individual
.4'

. ).

'and society.

Culture aside, sources of change depend on the assumptions made

39
about the model. T4en literally, for example, the epigeneticprin-

ciple means that structural change can occur only through genetic

- mutation. For example, to have a society, thrive without religion

would require a genetic Change in man so. he no. longer had'oral

needs and the,needs which Erikson says must-follow from them--basic

trust, faith, religion.

What this strong position suggests. is that a society which has

lost its sense of ,faith or which, educates its young in institutions

that do not embody a sense of care and generativity will experience

inherent strain. In other words, precisely because the structural

elements of the theory are so stable, they will inpose strains of

change ina society where some of those elements are missing or

distorted.
9

Given the interlocking nature of the theory, however, it would

seem conceptually impossible that a society not have alJ basic

institutions in good order. But this spirit of Erikson's theory

invites oser'reading of his theory, that the human organism

has basic tendencies which are inherent and epigenetic. The con4

cept of mutuality between these and social supports may be more

ideal than inevitable. Such phrases as "those institutions which

are ready for him" can be interpreted as an inclination rather than

a law. Clearer still is "society...tends to be so constituted as

to meet and invite this 'accession of potdntialities..." Erikson

also writes about the effects or andeveloped.virtues on defects in

0 0 2 8
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the fiber of generations and institutions. All is not sure. The

personality continuously engages in existential hazards. The

specific strengths, from each previous stage Must transform once

again at each subsequent stage to find their place n the new order.

The sources of change have now grown considerably. Referring

back to the chart, "social context" at the left isnot sure. The

developmental strength of preyious stages and the acquired' virtues,

may not be there either: To the extent that previous individuali

or generations have not matured fully, cogwheeling will be impeded

and the supporting social. institutions may not wholly affirm the

next generation's emergent self.

If one thinks about these three points of change, they would,

seem to have their origins in changing institutions:.for the

assumption is that given institutional support, everything else

in the process is selfLaffirming. Some external sources of*insti-

tutional'change are technology, invasion or migration, and stable

conflicts. By the latter I mean institutional tensions which have

never been 'resolved but which settle down into relatively stable

patterns. These are common, such as race relations in America.

Such conflicts are unstable stabilities, and they permeate modern

society.

These external and internal kinds of change affect the psycho-

social stages themselves. Most readers and perhaps Erikson himself

believe that the eight ages of man apply universally to all indi-

viduals at all times. Yet any. interpretation of Erikson's theory

short of epigenetic determinism allows for changes which can'alter

the stages themselves, It is at this point at which Erikson's

15
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.ideas become vulnerable. Although this essay, resents the theory in

the positive light in which Erikson presents it, historical and

cultural criticism can be leveled at almost every point. But that

is subject for another essay.'

'\
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AN .TWPFGRATl N OF FIAGET'S THEORY OF AFFT7XTIVE

DEVELOPMENT AND ERIKSON'S THEORY OF

PSYCHOSOCIAL DETTELOP=T .

This, essay has two purposes: to suzmarize Piaet's

theOry-of affective developten..t, and to compare it with

Erikson's theory of ego devel6rment. We shall be parti-:

cularlyanterested-here in idannifying areas in which

the two theories Complement and reinforce one anj)her,

ad well as areas in which they ri.!4)el;.r to conflict.

The theories ,of Erikson a'a Pia:.;:t are iu

.their emphasis on fairly distinct developmeni;a1 stages.

Erikson describes the progression frwa birth throu.34.::-

adolescence in five stages. Pie.;ets Cormulatioas vary

somewhat, but usually he identifies six major staes to
- -

cover the same period. Since there L.7; no one-to-one

correspondence between Erikson's 2-ta,:e:3 And chose of

Piaget, we will use a coP4oromise for11-2. of four sta3es

in order to'compare the two theories (Figure 1). &loft of the

J 0,3 2
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FIGURE 1

STAGES.EMP OVED STAGES IN STAGES IN '
'IN THIS APER ERIKSONt.S THEORY PIAGET'S THEORY

1. Infancy:. K
ft

1: Sense of 1. Reflex Stage
0-2 years BaSic-lirust

2. Motor Habits
Stage N

3, Sensorimotor
Intelligence
Stage

2. Childhood:' 2. Sense of 4. Intuitive
2-7 years Autonomy Intelligence.

Stage ,.

3. Sense of
Initiative

3. SchodAge: k. Sense of. 5. Stage of
7-12 years IndQstry Concrete

Operations

L. Adolescence: 5. Sense of 6. Stage of
12-16 years Identity Formal

Operations'
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following four sections will concentrate on a single one

of these. four star;es and the developments7-both cognitive

and affective--which opcur at that stage.

Piaget's major concern, of course, is not with affecti-

vity,-but with cognitive development. Nevertheless, as we

hope to show, it iS possible to find cattered throughout

his works a fairly detailed theory of affective development

as well.
1 As a secondary concern, however, affective

develonment is commonly discussed in terms of its relation-

- ship to corresponding changes in cognitive schemata. In

fact, although he often speaks of these two aspects of

develonment as "complementary," for the most part Piaget

treats affective development as a secondary response to

changes in modes r f cognition, 'rather than as an equal or

reciprocally conditioning factor.
2 As a consequence, it

will be impossible to discuss Piaget's affective theory

apart from his theories of cognitive development. We

shall attempt, however, to keep our comments concerning

cognitive deyelopnent at a minimum, assuming a.faniliarity

with Piaget's theory in this realm on the part of the reader.

.
Likewise, a prior familiarity with the basic features of

Erlkson's theory is assumed. Discussion of each develop-

mental stage will thus contain the following elements: a

brief summary of important cognitive developments, a dis-

cussion of corresponding affective developments (in 'terms

of Piaget's theory), a mention of those aspects of ego

J0031 ,
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development emphasized by Erikson, and a comparison of

Piaget's and Erikson's theories.

STA:E I: INFANCY (0-2 YEARS)

Piaget divides infancy into three fairly- distinct

stages: the reflex stag,ej0-1 month), the motor habits

stage (1-9 months), and the aensorimotor iptelligence

stage (9L18/4 months). Intelligence throughout all three

of these stages is entirely practical and develops in the

absence of language or other symbolic functions. Develop-

ment consists in the elaboration of action schemata and

the organization of the environment into spatio-temporal

structures, accomplished solely throxigh the coordination
,

of a tions and pereeptions, and without the intervention'
,

of re.resentation or thought.

During the first stage,mental life is limited to the

exercise of reflex apparatuses--i.e., hereditarily deter

wined sensory and motor coordinations corresponding to

instinctual needs. Exercise of these sensorimotor reflexes

loads, in the second stage, to the development of "circular
to,

reactions." New elements are assimilated into the reflexive

action scherata as the infant learns to repeat actions

which, in the course of his random movements, he discovers

produce interesting results. Finally, in the third stage

we find the first real signs of intelligence with the

appearance of purposive actions aimed at achieVing a pre-



est lis. d'goal.

The unifying thread which underlies these -three

stages is the transition from a primary state of ego-

centrism in which there is no differentiation between the

self and the external world to a final state in which the

infant is conscious of his own body as but one element

among others in an objective universe. Corresponding to

this change is the construction of the fundamental practi-

cal categories of object, space, causality, and time.

Affective developments during this period follow a

similar pattern. At the first stage of reflex behavior

there are correspoaing elementary instinctive strivings

and "affective reflexes" which constitute the primary

emotions, such as
fear.ICorresponding to the second stage

there is a set of emotions or affective percepts linked

to the modalities of action, most of which are organized

in terms of the schema of good and bad--e.g., agreeable,

disagreeable, pleasure, pain, etc.,' With the onset of

purposive behavior come the first realizations of success

and failure. Only at the third stage, with the gradual

differentiation df the opposing poles of self and external

world, and the develonmeht of the category of object, is

C3
is possible for the infant's affective life to become

_organized in terms of such Freudian mechanisms as object

cathexis, anticathexis, projection, introjection, etc.

Finally, cOrresponding to 'the progression from cognitive

('
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ego. - centrism to consciousness of the distinction be6ee9

self and .object, there occurs, at the Affective level, a

similar progression from primary narcissism to object

choice.

In Erikson's theory each stage is described in terms

of a basic ego strength whtch must be achieved if the

child is to mature into a 'ealthy adult personality. In

the first stage the ego strength which must be achieved

is a sense of basic trust. As affedtivity in this stage

centers around the oral zone, the infant's achievement

of .basic trust deperlds primarily on the Rua ity,of the

mother-child relationship in the satisfact on of the child's

instinctive nutritional needs. The fact t at Erikson

labels this period the "aral-sdsory stage, and not

simply th4 "oral stage," however, is an injication of

his belief in the importance of sensory stimuli generally,'

and not just oral stimuli--even though his own analysis

is limited almost entirely to the latter topic.

Basic trust requires a belipf not only in the

capability of the, environment to satisfy instinctive

nutritional needs without undue frustration), but also,

.as Erikson suggests at one ?oint, the developmentof "an

almost somatic conviction" that the environment (and

especially the behavior of.his parents) is ultimately

meaningful.r It is at this point that Piaget's insights

into the complementary development of cognition and

0 $13 7
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affectivity become relevant. :Piaget here would probably

emphasize the denendence of basic trust upon the 'prior

development of certain cognitive categories (object,

causality, space, time, etc.) through which the world

comes to have meaning. Piaget would also concur that

any conviction that,the world is meaningful at this

stage would have to be "somatic," since a mental conviction

would be, impossible prior to the development of true

. representational thought.

A further point of similarity between the two theories

is their' loint on-Dhasis on the importance of instinctual

behavior at this stap;e. For Piaget it is reflexive be-

havior aimed at the satisfaction of instinctual need's

which is eventually eIiborated into sonsorimotor intel-

lince, and around which t:Ie earliest affective states,

revolve. For Erikson the manner in which, the infant's

instinctual needs are net and the nature of the environ-

ment's responsd to the infant's reflexive behavior

(sucking, biting, etc.) are crucial to the development

of 'sense of basic trust.

One frea in which the two accounts of affective

development differ is in Piaget's greater emphasis on

the importance of the transition from ego- centrism to

object consciousness and from'ego-cathexis (narcissism)

to object-cathexis. For a Freudian, Erikson places

surprisingly little emphasis on'the existence of a

3003 S



primary non-differentiated state, the difficulty of the

transition out of this state, and the relevance. of these

to the development of certain defense mechanisms, in par'-

ticular, those defense mechanisms which purposefully con-a'

ruse inner and outer, self and object: projection and

introjection.

STAGE II.: CHILDHOOD (2-7 YEARS)

During the second stage the appearance of language

is by far thrmost important cognitive-development.

Language allows for the possibility of verbal exChange

with other ,persons, and hence for the eventual sociali-

tation of -action; for the- internalization of words and

symbbls, and hence the first true thought; and for the

representation of action internally in the fo

"mental experiments" (what Freud called "secondary

processes "). \

Despitic the importance of new developments, Pidget

also' stresses the continuity of this stage with the pre-

vious ones. In particular, he notes that the infant's

ego-centricity vis-a-vis the physical univerp is carried

ovbr in this stage in the form of ego-centricity vis-a-vis

the symbolic and'social universes. This new ego-centricity

assumes an almost pure form in symbolic play, where the

chile employs his new powers of representation and imagi-
/

nition to transform what is real into what is desired.

i) 0 0.3
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Moregenerally; thought at this stage is Characterized,

by finalism (the belief that human needs are the rgion

dletre for everything), ardirlsm (the tendency to conceive

things as living 'and endowed with intentions like oneself),,

and artificialism (the belief that everything has been

built by man or by a divine being who fabricates thirigs

in a hum shioni,-all of which exhibit ego-centrism

of a sort.

In his early social relations, rather than, extricating

himself from his own point of view in order to coordinate

it with that,of others, the child remains unconsciously

centered on himself. In verbal exchanges among themselves

children have, difficulty achieving true communication;

at first their lan7uage) behavior assumes the -peculiar form

which calls the "collective monolog16." Thought ,

at this stage is termed "intuitive" to 1...licate the total

lack of attempts at proof or rationalization. According

to Plaget, this stems from the char-icter of the childls

social. behavior, i.e., from the ego-centric lack of

differentiation between his own point of view and that

of others, since it is only vis -a -vis others that we aro

.led to seek evidence for our statements and beliefs.

( As with the previous stages,
Piaget sees affective

development at this stage as, if not, simply the result

of cognitive developments, at least dependent upon the

prior achievement of certain cognitive capacities. As

j9010
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in the cognitive realm, the appearance of language is

a crucial factoi-. here. With language and verbal communi- .

cation woth others the child begins'to develop affective
.

intei-peraonat
relationshipssympathies, antipathiesp-etc.

Language greatly expands4fhe child's social horizon, intro-

ducing him' to the unsuspected riches bf a world of realities

superior to himself. It provides him with both the materials

and the medium for self-evaluation; often leading to early

feelings of inferiorityl. Of particular importance is tyre

child's verbal communication, with significanadults-
7

language serving as th4i primary mechanism of the child's

subordination and psychological constraint by the adult

world. This alloWs for the socialization of the child's

actions (aailevelopment which rises from a foundation laid

in the previous stage.in the child's proclivity to imitation

, .

.Such communication is also essential to the child's deVelop-

merit of feelings of respect and the emergence of an ego-ideal.

Finally, corresponding to intuitive intelligence at the

cognitive level, there appear at the affective level intuitive

moral sentiments, which arise as a by-product of the (largely

verbal) relationships between the child and adults. The

child's morals at this stage are not yet rationalized, but

remain essentially "heteronomous," i.e., subject to an

external will, which is that of respected persons or par,entp.

For Erikson the period from two to seven years encom-

passes two'stages of eFo 'development. The two ego strengths.

,10041
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achieved.here are a sense of autonomy and a sense of

initiaii4.ve4 Autonomy is concerned with the development

of will power sufficient to cope with the rapid muscular
A

maturation occuring at this stage. Of particular impor-
f

tance is will power in regard to excre'by retention and

elimination.. There are two dangers:at this stage:'

Shame* which is aroused by the feeling.of beingcompletely

exposed and conscious of being looked at disapprovingly,

'and by the sense Of being small; and doubt, whi.ch involVes

-1?eing unsure.of,one'S will' and a sense of vulnerability

to those whO would dominate it. Initiative is essentially,

the ego strength which results from a successful resolu-
,

tion of tho Oedipal crisis and development of an adequate,

but not ororbearing super-ego. Excessive puilt is the

most common danger at this stage.,

How do -Piageted insights relate to Eriks)n's theory

at this stage? In the first place, the emergence of

language (which Piaget so strongly emphasizes) would

appear-to be an important ingredient in the ego-develop-

mental crises of which Erikson speaks. Indeed, perhaps

the most important distinguishing factor between Erikson's

second and third stages is the fact that the third.assumes

a high degree of language development, whereas the second

does not. In the Second stage the child is still largely

preAcupied with his own body, and the crisis at this

A

stage is concerned primarily with the control of motor

activity. The feelings of shame and,doubt which threaten
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the child at this stage are also pre-verbal and are

. experiences in terms of visual and kinesthetic sensations.

They appear as the precursors of guilt in the third stage

and'inferioritTin -Eho fourth, :both of which depend upon

language competenCe.

In the third stage the child begins to venture

farther into the external world, and his actions become

more intrusive and aggressive. This is partly the result

of increai:ied confidence in.his growing locomotor skills,

but also depends on thd great new capacities which language

brings. This same combination of locomotor skills 'and

language permits the expansion of the child's imaVmation

to such a point that his own thoughts become frightening

ant a potential source of guilt. Language contributes to

the subordination of the child to adults, thereby creating
...

-

the conditions for super-ego formation. And, since super-
.,

ego formation is largely a process of internalizing auditory

cues, language serves also as the medium for that process.

Of additional importance to super-ego formation would'

be the intuitive nature of the child's thought at this stage,

and especially Piaget's concept of "heteronomous morality."

Also relevant to:the'concerna-of Eriksonwould-be-the

activities of imAktion. and symbolic play which occupy a

prominent position in Piaget's theory, These would appear

important to the development of autonomy and especially

to.the development of initiative. Imitation serves a

),) 043
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transitory, but crucial function of allowing the child

to exercise numerous motor capacities and to assume a

variety of roles prior to the development of a sense oP.
.

-personal initiative which would enable him to perform the

same actions on his own. , Symbolic play is pOSsibly of

greater im7ortance.in allowing the child (over an extended

'period of 'time) to develop his sense of initiative.and

mastery over his environment independent of his limitations

- in terms of size, age, or competence, and without the

potentially costly consequences of real action;

As with the infancy stage, the most outstanding

difference between the thdories of Piaget and Erikson is

Piaget's greater'emphasis on the child's cognitive and

affective'ego-centrism. .Greater attention to these matters

.- would appear warranted On Erikson's part. For example,

the child's.cognitive difficulty, in dissociating his own-
,

point of vie from other!s would seem especially releVant'

to issues which pertain to the fusion of points of view

which bccurs during processes of identification--a major

concern of Erikson.

.Closely related to the issue of ego-pehtricity is

the question of cooperation. ?or Piaget, you will recall,

cognitive ego-centrism severely limits the child's

capacity for cooperative. havior. Erikson's view con-

cerning the capacity for cooperation at this stage is

-just the opposite. "At no time," says Erikson, is the

39044



child more eager and able to make things cooperatively,

to combine with other children for the purpose of con-
,

strUcting and planning.' Perhaps no other place are

the claims of Piaget and Erikson so diametrically oppospd.

STAGE III: SCHOOL AGE (7-12 YEARS).

Perhaps the most important cognitive- development of

the third stage is the child's overcoming of the,ego-

centrism of previous stages. According to Piaget, it-is,

not until abcut the age of seven or ei.;qt years that

the child becomes capable of real cooperation, because

only then does he cease to confuse his.own point of view

with that of others. At this stage ,he 'learns both to

dissociate his point of view from that of others and to

coordinate these different points of view. True discussions

are now .possible in that the children show A;comprehension

with respect to the otherts point of view and begin to

search for logical justifications for their own statements.

This developmefit marks the end of the intuitive stage of

thought. Corresponding to this progress of social behavior

are changes in the individual's mode of thought which appear,

according to Piaget, both as the causes and the effects of

that progress, In particular, the child.becomes capable

of rudimentary reflection, which is a form of mental deliber-

ation or dialogue, and may thus be seen as an internalization

of social discussion.

a 0 0,15



The animism and artificialism which characterized

the chaldts explanations in the previous stage give Way

to explanations involving rational relations between

cause and effect based 'on the principle of identity.

Explanations become atomistic in the sense that the whole

maybe explained in terms of the composition of its parts.

This.develonment presupposes mastery of the operations of

partition and addition, and especially of principles of

,conS.ervati These principles a conservation are
V

strengthened throughout this period as the child develops

his ablity to recognize invariants which persist through

transf nmations in shape or form. Related to this

deve pment is the child's increased comprehension of

the principle of reversibility (i.e., recognition of the

V'

possibility of reversing certain processes to reach an

original starting point).

These many changes are brought together and culminate

in what Piaget calls the development of "concrete opera

tions," Representational nets become "operationalized"

when tiey care to constitute groupings. which are both comi-

posable and reversible, when two actions of the same

kind can be comnosed into a third actionof that kind, and .

when these various'actions can be
compensated or annulled

by a reverse operation. Examples of such operational

'groupings are qualitative seriation (A> B >C... etc.),

coordination of syirLetrical relations, especially relations

J0040



of equal ty (A=B; B=C; therefore A=0), and the generation

of s7stems of classification through application of the

principle of nesting. Throughout this period,- operations

remai concrete" (as opposed to,"formal") in that they

are d6ncernea only with reality itself, rather than

hypo hetical or abstract relations, and in. particular

wit tangible objects that can be manipulated and subjected ,

to real action.

Corresponding to these changes in the cognitive' realm.

(and interacting with these) are important developments in

the child's affectivity and moral feelings. The child's

emergence out of the previous state of ego-centricity

and his entry into communicative and cooperative social

relations is paralleled by the development of feelings of

reciprocity and mutual respect. The child's new capacity

to dissociate his own point of view from that of others

and then to coordinate these points of view is paralleled

by a new morality which emphasizes bath individual autonomy

,and cooperation. The child's progress from intuitive to

more rational yodes of thought corresponds to the abandon-

merit of intuitive and lieteronomouis moral ideas. In their A

games children develop a new conception of rules. Rules

are no longer heteronomous, but come to be viewed as an

expression of mutual agreement. The child's earlier

authoritarian notions of justice are likewise replaced

by conceptions of distributive justice bred on strict

.) 004 7



equality and retributive. justice which considers the in-

tentions and circumstances of the act, rather th1n siMply

L the act itself.

But, :by far the most important affective change is
2Y 1

the development of what Piaget calls the "will." The

will is the 'affective equivalent of the operation in the

cognitive realm. Vnerz.s an. operation is a grouping of

of rapresentational acts, the will constitutes a grouping

or coordination of vaues into a stable and enduring

equilibrium. The will appears whenever there. is a conflict

of tendencies, as, for example, when one oscillates be- ,

tween a tempting pleasure and a duty. In such a case

the will reinforces the established but temporarily

weaker tendency. Just as operations must be reversible,

the coordination o/' values represented by the will is

reversible in that the will re-establishes values according

to their prior equilibrium. As with cognitive operations,

this involves an element of conservation in ,the sense that

the will maintains an invariant,heirarchy of values through

an ever-changing context of situations and actions.

Erikson at this stage i3 concerned with the development

of the ego stpength.of a sense of industry. With the on-

coming latency period the dominant concerns of the Oedipal

period are forgotten and the child sublimates the intrusive-

ness and aggressiveness of the previous stage: he learns

now to win recognition by producing things. His energy

is absorbed in the task of developing coripetence in the

J004 S



fundamental technologies of his culture. His success at

this task will naturally depend largely upon prior and

simulaneous developments in the cognitive realm-trespecialy

upon his capacity for cooperation and his mastery over

concrete operations.

The child's danger at this stage"lies in a sense of

inadequacy and inferiority.' If hedespairs of hiS skills

or of his status among his peers he may be discouraged

from identification with them.. The result may be a

.depression into the familial relations and rivalries of

the Oedipal period.

As is often the case, Piaget's stages show a greater

continuity here than do Erikson's. 'ornereas Erikson does

not introduce the issue of inferiority until the fourth

stage (and fails even then to link it to previous related

phenomena such as shame, doubt, and guilt), Piaget's

theory stresses the fact that feelings of inferiority

have a long and complex history in the development of

the child. They first arise as soon as the child emerges

out of the earliest state of extreme ego-centrism and

coMes to distinguish between his own body and the outside

.vorld. In the early stages inferiority is experienced

primarily as a sense of being small or as a feeling of

incomplete control over muscular actions. (Note that

these are phenomena which Erikson mentions in regard to

shame and doubt respectively.) Later, inferiority is



experienced mentp.11y.in terms of symbplic representation.

The acquisition of language is important here, both as a

medium for the child's making comparisons between himself

and others and as the means by which his horizons are.,

widened to include realities and activities greater than

his own. (Also note the importance of language as a pre-

requisite for the developMent of a sense of ,guilt in

Erikson's scheme.) In general, the less the child's ego-

centricity--i.e., the greater his capacity for dissociating

his own identity from others', the more vulnerable he

becomes to feelings of inferiority. It is therefore not

surpri3ing that a sense of inferiority should be of greatest

dan;er at the stage when the child's triumph over ego-

cen.trism is .s-t last complete.

A similar situation presents itself when we try to

locate Plaget's concept of will within Erikson's scheme.

As a corparison of" the two theories reveals, the develop-

ment of will must be understood as a transitional stage

between the development of autonomy (will power) ,and the

d,Dvelo7-.ent of identity (the ego strength of EriksDn's

fifth stage), and incorporates' some elements of both of

,these. Like autonomy, it involves the regulation of bodily

energies and drives; yet, like identity, it also requires

an invariant (or, at least, equilibrating) sense of one's

heirarchy of values. This suggests the possibility that

the ego development which begins with autonomy and culminates

1) 0
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in identity may be seen as a continuous and multi-ditensional

process, rather than, as in Erikson's theory, a discontinuous

series of _isolated and uni-dimensional developmeits. For

Erikson the fourth stage serves as a moratorium on ego devel-

opmtnt. According to Erikspnis account, the child develops

no signiUcant new psydiological functions or affective rela-

tions during this period (or, at least, not in the case Of

the normally adjusted child). Rather, he acquires simply

new technical skills. As such, the fourth period acts as a

1),Iffer which completely isolates the more sweeping ago

developments of the second and third stage from those of

the fifth. Piar,etts theory contradicts this emphasis on

discontinuity by pointing to the continuity of affective

"development throughout the so-called JIlatency period," and
f

by stressing the importance of the develcIment of the will

as an intermediary stage between merr7 autonomy (will p6i.rer)

and trupidentity.

STAGE IV: ADOLESCENCE (12-16 YEARS)

Adolesd.ence is viewed by Piaget as a period of momen

tary disequilibrium. Cognitive abilities multiply at this

stage. At first fhcse additional capacities are troubling

to both thought and affectivity, but subsequently they

strengthen them. The eventual effect of this disequilibrium

then is to establish a new equilibrium of thought and
2.2.)

affectivity superior to that which existed in childhood.

5 i
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Furthermore, this newly achieved equilibrium effectively

fl

concludes cognitive development, since there are no sig-

nificant changes in cognitive schemata following adolescence.

For the most part, Piaget avoids discussion of the

problems associated with this transitional period, and

instead concentrates on the structure of the final forms

of thought and affective life achieved at the conclusion

of the stage. The outstanding feature of adolescent

nodes of thought, in comparison with those of childhood,

2 sf

is its-"formal" or abstpact character. The child thinks

concretely; he deals with each prohle in isolation and

does not integrate his solutions by means of any general

theories from which he could abstract a common principle..

By comparison, phe adolescent shows surprising interest

in theoretical problems and abstract concepts. His thought

is "formal" rather than "concrete." The term "hypothetico-

deductive" is used to characterize this type of thinking,

which is meant to indicate the fact that it permits drawing

conclusions from
abstract(6ypotheses, and not merely from

real observations
4'

These new canacities for reflection and for the con-

struction of abstract systems and theories often nroduce

a period of what Piaget calls "intellectual ego - centricity."

Comnrable to the ego-centricity of the infant who assimi-

lates the universe into his own corporal. activity, and that

of the young child who assimilates everything into his own
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nascent thought through symbolic play, the intellectukl

ego-centrid ty of the adolescent manifests itself in the

belief in the omnipotence of idealistic schemes born of

individual reflection. This intellectual ego-cal-trim
o

has affective as-eects as well. These include an egotism

which is coupled with distain for one's elders, an often

severe megalomania, and-fervent (and often messianic)

al
religious strivings.

The development ofprmal operatio:s is paralleled

"bn the affective side by the formation of, personality.
is

While personality development is completed only in ado"-
4P

lescence, it is a process whose robts extend far back

into childhood. .According t6 Piaget, this process includes

at its earlier Stages the development of an autonomous
'sr

(but .ego-centric) self in infancy, and the formation of

the will in late childhood. In contrast to'the self,

personality is not wholly ego-centric, but is.rather the

achievement of an eouilibrium between the demands of the

self and the reou3rements of one's mcial relations and

roles. Personality requires submission of the self to

discipline, but this submission is really auto-submission,

i.e., it is autonomous rather than heteronomous. Like

the will, oersonality involves the regllation and coordi-

nation of moral tendencies, but it is also something more

in that it integrates all of these factors into a single

all-encompassing system which the person experiences as

*0 I)



as a sense of his own identity. This systemi is. "personal"

in the dual sense that it is unique the individual and

that it implies autonomous coordination. -?inally, unlike

the will, personality at this stage is largely future

oriented. It depends on the -formulation of a Lebensplan.

(life plan) which sery ©s both as a source of discipline

for e will and as an instrument of cooperation.

iksonis. concerns at this stage show a striking

rcsem rice to those of Piaget.' The task of the ego

wring ,adolescence, according to Erikso.n, is to integrate

past Actomnlishments and future hopes into a lasting

sense of identity. In their search 'or a new sense of

sameness and continuity, adolescents look to others for

a definition of themselves, and to potential occupational

roles In which they hone to find direction for their

lives. Experime k tation with .a variety of roles is common-

place and creatca the possibility for sole confusion.

Also a dancer is the possibility that ego - identity may

be achieved only by identification with a particular

ideological creed.

Althoull there are sore differencls between Piaget's

and Erikson 's analyses of ad.)lescent affective development

(espalaly in Pia7et's greater emphasis on the continuity

of adolescence with previous stages), in all this stage

stands out as one in which the two theories show a remarkable

degree of convergence. Both minimize the importance of



pubertal. changes; both emphasize the development of a

self concept' and stress the importance of social inter,

n in tailis process; both identity similar dang7rs in

the adolesceat's susceptibility ta theological or ideolo-,
A

gical doctri nes of abs) lute truth; and, fi rml ly both

see personality development as largely complete b the

end of this. stage.

A careful look at ErEksonis concept of .identity shows

it really involves not one, but a number of inter7

locking ego developments. The three most fundamental of

these are (1) the develoaient of a sense of continuity
A

or sameness (2) the assumption (or least anticipation)

of a well-defined social and occupational role, and (3)

..- the development of a s -definition or subjective experience

of onels identity. These three are "interlocking" in*,

-the sense t ey develop. in conjunction with one another,

each serving, as a reciprocally conditioning factor for the

others. Breaking the concept of identity down into these
4

three components will make it easier to show how Piagetis

theory relates to Eriksons et this stage.

The first aspect of identity--a,,sense of continuity

and sameness--has much incommon With Piagetis concept of

will. you will remember, is the affective equi

of principles of conservation in the'cognitive sphere, and

involves the development of an invariant heirarchy of

values which persist throughout the constant flux of the
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child's e5;.periences and activities. According to Piaget,

this CumPorient of identity is already well developed in

at,e,childhood. The ecuilibrium achieved at, this time,

however, is temporarily upset by the drastic Changes-
,

(both bodily and cognitive) which mark early adolescence.

Thus, the appearance of a sense of continuity as an aspect

of identity is, in fact, the reappearance of an e o quality

which existed already in childhood, but was temporarily

.lbst.

The'second aspect or ,identity- -the assumption of a

social-roleis also an important 'element of Piaget concept

of personality. Unlike will, personality does not appear,

until adolescencce. The reason IS that the development of

personality presupposes certain cognitive functions which

.do 'not mature until this st --in 3rticular, the hypothetico.

deductive mode of thought. The anticipation and the

acceptance of a social and occupational role, for example,

reouires the ,capacity to imagine anti evaluate reflectively

a variety of hypothetical role situations- -a capacity which

matures only during adolescence.

In Piaget theory the third aspect of identity--

,development of a self-definition-Lis difficultto leparate

from the 'second.. Both are subouned under the concept of

personality. Piaget appears to subscribe to the Neadian

viewnoint which sees one's self-concept as the ipternali-

zation of-one's social role (or, to be more exact,.the

0 4 ()
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internalization of the otherls view of one self in.

social interaction). In ,Erikson,' this Meadian perspective

is made even more explicit. Identity'' formation, according'

to Erikson, is largely a process of looliing to others for

411Pion of oneJ's-self, and is Complete only when

onels inner sense of sameness and continuity is matched

'by the sameness and continuity of onet; meaning fn.* others;

Thus, identity formation (like personality for;mation) would

appear to depend upon the prior achievement of certain

cognitive, capacitiesnotably the alp lily to assume the

point of view of the other and the correSponding sense of,

reciprocity *..whiCh develop only in late childhood.

A 01:_,VERAL COrPS,RISONi

Having com-:)Ieted our discussion of each of the four

develo.pmentali stages, we wish, now to direct a few reMarkS

toward more general issues concerning the relationship

between Piagetls,and Eriksonts theories, It should be

-apparent that, the greater part of the dissimilarities in

the two theories are really dissimilarities in emphasis,
0

resulting from the fact that the two writers begin from

different starting points an`d with different 'primary

a

interests. Piaget treats affective development as an

adjunct to cognitive'develooment, while Erikson deals

with affective development in its own terms. Most of the

differences which result from this fact are differences

)0J7
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in content rather than in.formor method. These have

. t

Veen discussed in the'previous sections,and shall not

occuu us further here.

Such'dIfferendes, it should be noted, do not in

any way make the two theories incompatible. Rather,

. -

`they serve to make them complementary, and ripe for the

sort, of synthesis we have attempted in this paper. in

). tent,to these differeaceelf content, however, there

are other more fundamental differences between the two,

theorieS. These dual essentially with issues ofilmethod-
.

ology and'are less easily resolved. The first such issue

pertains to the }nature of scientific explanation. The

second concerns the issue of continuous versus discontinuous

developMent.

In Piagetrs theory, affectivedevelopment is treated

as an adjunct to his major concern, cognitive development.

As such, it commonly assumes the role of a depen4ent

'where cognitive developments assume the role of independent

variables. Affective developments are explained either as

the direct effects of cognitive developmaits, or through

the operation of some homeostatic mechanism responding to

the disturbing influence of cognitive developments: In

either case the mode of explanation is essentially causal:

affective deVeloomeats are explained in terms of their

$cognitive antecedent's. ) Erikson, on the other hand, is,

more inclined to functional explanations--so much so, in
1.
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fact, that it gives his theory strong teleological over-

tones. Ego developments in childhood are most often

discussed according to what they contribute to some future

adult personality, not according to the factors within

the present and past situations which motivate them. In

other words, development is explained in terms of the

capacities which it produces (functionally), rather than

in terms of the motivating factors which underly it (cauially).

The only major exceptions to this tendency are (1) Erikson is

explanations of unsuccessfUl'ego development, which tend to

be much more causa and (2) his emphasis in the very

earliest stages on biological maturation as a conditioning

factor for ego development. While positivistic social

science wou?:1 tend to side with Piaget in this issue in

favoring causal as opposed to functional ex-planations,

as we 1-11v suggested elsewhere, Erikson's attraction

to functional explanation vaus"t be understood in light of

Jiis subordination of theoretical to therapeutic aims.

This same difference in objectives (theoretical vs.

therapeutic) is also at least in part responsible 2)r the

opposing positions taken by Piaget and Erikson on the'

issue of continuity versus discontinuity. As we hope

to have shown, despite apparent similarities in Erikson's

and Piaget's organization of their theories in terms of

developmental stages, the two writers are far from agree-

ment concerning the nature of these stages. Piaget

tLA
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stresses the continuity between stages (and, we feel;

amplv documents that continuity). Each affective develop-

ment is preceeded and prepared, for by a series of lesser

developments--each similar to those which follow it, but

also lacking in some essential aspects (usually for

want of certain necesgary,cognitive capacities). For

example, according to Piag t autonomy (to use one of

Erikson's ego strengths) is not the achievement of a

. Vslngledavelopmental stage, which fails to exist in previous

staes and is not significantly altered in subsequent ones.

?father', each stage (except perhaps the very earliest) has

its own form of autonomy. These change in conjunction' with

other affective and cognitive developments, yielding, far

example an egn-celtric auetono=y-in early childhood which

is quite distinct from the cooperative autonomy of late

childhood. Erikson, on the other hand, stresses the dis-

continuous nature of the developmental stages. His theory

i8 based on the principle of epi7,enesis, which taken in

its' strongest sense maintains a fixed sequence of ego

developments and a strictly one-to-one corresnondence

between life stai;es and the development of ego strengths.

,When plaCed on the defensive,'Erikson usually concedes to

a wealwr interpretation'of epigenesis which recognizes

the possibility of lags and leaps forward in the epigenetic

schedule, and especially of,the existence of certain ego

Capacities in some form prior to 'heir time of ascendancy,

l'J030



and of the'possible cont4nuation and modification of

parpiculai, developments in l'ater stages. One must

look in vain through Eriksonfs writings, however,

attempting to find an adequate discussion of such

earlier and later manifestations of each ego strength.

The absence of spch an analysis would appear to be a
13

serious omission in Eriksonfs,theoretical writings,

and a critical shortcoming as compared with Piagetts

theory.

a
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1. Piaget's most systematic discussion of his

theory of affective development is ift the essay "The

Mental Development of the Child" in Six Psychological

Studies. In this pp er we shall draw heavily from this

essay, as well as from the discussion of affective

development in Piaget and Inhelder's The Psychology of

the Child.

2. While we wish to register disagreement with

the extremely`ide:iListic (or mentalistic) conception

of development implicit in this approach, we shall

atte:ipt to be faithful to this aspect of Piagetls theory

in the discussion which follows. An adeouate critique

of this facet of Piaget's work would require first that

we untangle the multiple contradictions involved in

Piaget's peculiar combination. of idealistic theory with

empiricist methodology - -a considerable task, and much

beyond the scope of the present paper.

3. Erikson, Childhood and Society, P.-249.

4.J Erikson, ibid., p. 258.

5. At times Piaget speaks of a mutual causation

between cognitive and affective structures (see, for .

example, Six Psvchologice.1 Studies, ITP. 69-70). However,

even here it is clear that change is always introduced .

into this system of nirculnr causality on the-cognitive

rather-than the affective side, so that the situation is

not truly reciprocl, but involves a uni-directional

causality with a feedback loop.

6. Here biological development fulfills the same

role of precipitating affective developmalts as cognitive

development in Piaget's theory--often with the same

emphasis on equilibration,

7. See "Erikson's Theory of Epigenetic Development:

A Case Study in the Role of Theory in the Human Sciences."

8. Erikson suggests this himself in one of his few

explicit confrontations with Piaget.in'Tnight and Resoon-

sibility, pp. 134-141.
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(Standard Edition, v. 19, p. 235) and "Instincts and
,their Vicissitudes" (Standard Edition, v. 14, p. 143).

9. Piaget, Six ?sych-,loRical Studies, pp. 24-29.

10. Ibid,, pp. 20-21.

11. *Ibid., p..29.

12. Ibid.:, po. 19-20.

13. Ibid., pp. 36-38.

14, Erikson, Childhood and Society, P. 258.

15. Piaget, Six Psycholo:;ical Studies, D. 39.

16. Ibid., pp. 40-41.

17. Ibid. pp. )13-4(.

ltd. Ibid., p. 46.

19. Ibid., p. 49.

20. Ibid., p. 55.

21. Ibid., p. 574

22. Ibid., pp. 58-60.

23. Ibid., pp. 60-61.

24. Ibid., pp. 62-64.

25. Ibid., p. 63.

26. Ibid, p. 64.

27. Ibid., pp. 66-4)9.

20. Ibid., p. 64..-
29. Ibid., D. 65.

30. Ibid., D. 65.

31. Ibid., p. 65.

32, Ibid., D. 65.
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33. 94hi threefold distinction is not made explicit
by Erikson.h'mself, but is implied in most of his discussions
of the concept "identity." For example, in the opening two
par?. -raphs of his :1::=ory of the fifth stage in ChilT:opd
and Socletv (pis, 261-262), Erikson discusses identity first
in terms a "search for a new sense ,of continuity and
sameness'! (our firSt aspoct'of identitt), second as "ego
ysentfty" (our third aspect), and third in terms of the
sunrytion of social roles and the anticipation of a career

(our second aspect). For a more exact account of the difference
between "ego identity" (our third aspe6t) and mere "personal
identity" (our first aspect)--a distinction which is some-
what blurred in the Childhood and Society passage--see
'r/.:son's identitv: 7outh and Crisis, p. 50.

34. "It has even been said that personality is a social
pro1=r linked to the role it plays in society (persona
the'rr3r rnsk)." it is not alto-rether clear the extent to
whicn riar,et is willing to subscribe to such a view, although
clearly he is not opp?s?d.to it.

35. Erikson, Childhood and Society, p. 261.

36. ;t times :iaget speaks of a mutual causation
bet,Te:n co-nitive and affective structures (see, for
exal.nle, Six -svehnloical St:dies, pp. 65 -70). However,
even :wre it is clear that cnan::e is always introduced
into this system of circular cauzality on the cognitive
rather than the affective, sile, so that the situation is
not trIlly l'aciorocal, but involves a uni- directional
causality wi.:h a feedback loop,

37. Hero biological development fulfills the same /.
role of precipitating affective developnsits. as cognitive
development in Piarsetts theory - -often with the sane
em7117::is on equilibration.

3t5; ace my "Erikson's Theory of Zpigenetic Development:
A Cs41 Study In the Role of,r7hqory in the Hunan Sciences."

39. _Erikson fm:;gests this himself in one of his few
exinlicit confrontations with Piaget in Insiht,and Resoon-
3ibilitv, po. 134-114a.
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N 0 T E S

a. '-iagetis most systematic discussion of his

theory of affective development is in the essay "The

Mental DeveloPment of the Child" in Six Psychological

Studies. In this, paper we shall draw heavily from this

essay, well as from the discussion of affective

developmnt in Piaget and Inhelderis The esydaology of

the Chile,.

2. ;111.1e we wish to regi..ter'disagreement with

the extr.,77. 17 idealistic (or mentalistic) conception

of dov' ,oment in licit in this approach, we shall

be Paithful,to this aspect of Piaget's theory

in the -scu-ssion which follows. An adequate critique

of this 27toet work would roquire.first that

we untanl-e the multiple contradictions invciPiefd-in

,Piaset's peculiar combination of idealistic theory with

empiricist methodology--a considerable task, and much

beyond the scope of the present paper.

3. To erDhasize the radical nature of the change

ihvolved, Piaget.refers to this development as a "miniature

Copernic..n revolution" (Six Psychological Studies, p. 9)..

4. Ibid. p. 15.

5. Ibid. pp. 15-16.

6. Ibid. p. 16.

7. Erikson, Childhood and Society, p. 249.

b. The idea that the infant passes through an early

stage in 'which the ego does not differentiate between it-

self ap'. 'the external world is important for Freud, and

appears reneatedly in his writings. In Civilization and

its Discontents (Norton paperb:.ck edition op. 11-20), for

.examplc, he uses this idea to explain the "oceanic feeling"

of one: ;s with the universe--an important element in the

genesis of religious ideas. If Freud's speculatiohs con-

cerning the relatipnship between primary ego-centrism and

religio.is sentiments are correct, tohey- would appear to be

direct17 relevant to Eriksonfs theory, since Erikson too

locates the ontogenetic source of religion in the crisis

of the first stage. For other examples of the innortance

of this concept to Freud see the two essays "Negation"

) ti



THEORIES OF IDENTITY FOR:JATIQN

INTRODUCTION

ti

The following pages concern theories of identity

and identity formation (sometimes reLerred to as the

formation of self). The discussion is org&nized.int0 .

three major sections. The first deals with psychoana

lytic 9 beptions of ego, self, and identity, and. pursues

in some detail the concept of identity articulalied by,

Erik Erikspn. The second section deals, somewhat more

briefly, with three additional theories of self formation,

including the behavio;alist psychology of B. P. Skinner,

the humanistic psyeaOlogy of Carl. Rcgers, and the social

psychology of Gedrge. H. Mead. The final ;ect.:ion compares

.differing conceptions of the relationship between self
a

and.leociety in theso theories and su,.)stspFeformultion

of the concept of identity which is more relevant, to

issues of social changethan the ones above.

) 9 0 4 7



2',;70H0A:TAL.:T1-0 THEOT,T r T ID=ITY

Tlithin the psychoanaly.tic tra1ition, the concept of

identity and the process of identity deyelopmelat. have re-
-

ceived their most extensive treatment in the wri.tir.:;s of

Erik Erikgon. In this section, our major conco'n will bo

to present as comprehensive a statement of Erik3onfs theory

of identity as may be pieced toEe'e;her 2ro.-. his .1x:-:1.;ive

writinr;s on the sub!oct :nd to show !c_of,im:;ortanee oft

the concept of identity to ::;riksonis poycholo;,;! of -de-

velopment. However, since T.:riksoclis t.leory cannot 1.e ade

quately Linderstood apart from the pa;Ghon-aytic trldition

from which it evolved, it will be ne.,:r.!_:ury to ore.:',:ce our

discussion of Zrikson with some
t.io of

nis most important prel.ec:.'sors in that traqit'.on:

and Hartmann.

FreudTs theory of :?To Dovelp)ni;,

Freudis concest of the r!).o Ls imh in, .'n1

in a sense a dorivtive of, his conr,1 , I i

is with his c cept of th3 '

.cussion of Freud. The id, :'or Proud, r,:pres't3 the instincL

tual. basis of the psychic system. It is 'Jib ob::eure, inac-

'cbssible, and iriost archaLc part of the T-orzon^. '.!hat



',!e know about it has been. learned indireetiy by the study

?of.dreams, free association, and the ormAtion of neurotie

symptoms, The id is theloldest. element-of the psyChidappar-

atus. It is the seat'ef all-biologically derived instihe-,

tual drivesl'and most importaatly, it is the'exelusive source

of.al psychic energy ("libido"). Freucl_summrizes both the

nature andthe funetionof the 'id in,the- lowing statement:

"Instinctual cathexes seeking ,j_dcharge--that, in our view,

is all there 'i in the id."-1 Aecordin to Freud sole
1. .%

/

contents of th' d' are ideas of immediate i,e.

"wishes." The 'sole purpose of the id is te' provide for the

free and untrammeled discharge4Of quarca of excitation aris-
.

ing from'somv.tic sources.
2

In his func:ion, the

id operates in accordance, witS. the ,"pleasu-o n,rinciple" and

by means of the 'primary process." The thleasurieprinciple"

denotes the biblogically grounded imperative to keep the level.

of bodily excitation constant and as Io:; as possible. The

"primary nrocess" accott)lishes -this funcufbn throu7h rhe

LLaediate di-schar;7e of tansi,on thrcylh

actilns.

ecause it does not ts.ke int cin-fir=on-

tal exigencies and because it does not betlefit from learning,

the primary process has a limited capacity to proilide grati-

fication. As a consecuence of this insufficiency there is

J 0 0 6 9
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formed out of the 4d a new mental asancy--r,he e;_;c--which is

gov,erned by a ne,: nningiple--the."rcality princi71e."

ego.i.s viewed by Freud as special/y aifferentiated portion

of the id; ,it is 'that part of 'the id which has been modi-

fied by the direct influence-Of the external world. ".3 In.

accordance with the "reality principle," the prifiary function

. "of the eso is to assume the self-pres.ervation of the organ-

, ism by inhibiting the discharge of excitation until the ap-

propriate object in or condition of the envLronment for the

satisfaction of the need is discovered.
4

This accoriplished

by the developmnt of higher-mental processes, or "secondary

processes," such as reasonin out' a,satisfactory solution°

to a problem by "mental experimentation" and verify ins that

solution through "reality testing."

"A crucial characteristic of, this.formulatiorl is that
,.

it subordinates the ego to thd id. ThQ e--o has no purpose

of its own,\ but is merely a more efficient means of satis-

#
A

fying the instinctual drives comprisin:; the id. ';.;lurther-

more, it has no energy of its owm, but must drat= 4.7ts energy

fron the id. The implications of this form,Ilati'm are some-

that perplexin)i. In the first place, how are we to account

for the emergence of the ego? 'o? Can the interplay of instinct

. P .

. and en ironmqnt really explain the conversion Apthe Plea-

sure principle into its exact opposite, the reality principle?

a
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,;':hat is there' within the id which would deter the or?,;anism

from a course.of continued frustration? Wire importantly,

this formulation poNis a dilemma as to the very possibility

of psychoanalysis

(
a profession., As Freud repeatedly' states,

the aim of therapy is the strengthening of the ego.
5

"Where

511 is, there ego shall be" is perhaps his most famous motto.

Yet too many aspects of Freudis theory point to an inherent

weakness of'the'ego,for him to be sanguine about the chances

for ,:reatly strengthening the ego. Thus the theory rvaes,

the lasting cure of neurosis, the very aim of psychoanalysis,

unlikely. These problems serve as the pgint of. departure for
A

HartmannIsTevision of Ireud's theory and refo:;.zulation of

the concept of the ego.

HartranrCs Theory:-the A).tonomy of the E70

Hartmann modified FrEdTs conce pt of the ego as "servant

to the id" by developing the notion of the autonomy oV the

ego. ego, Hartmann insisted, must be :-:ore than "a devel-

opmental by-product of the influenceof Lexternali reality on

the instincutal drives;" its functions must be to some degree

independent of the 'functions of :he id.
6

A1: .thow;1-1 Hartmann

always emphasizes- his continuity with =read by.striving to

-introduce this notion with the fewest Possible repercussions

9
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on the claslical conce;tion of the-ps7chic aaratus Is a
.

and by insisting on the limited Went of the ego's

_autonomy and its suscepptibility to regression, nevertheless,

in retrospect at least, his modification of the concept of
. ,

the ego must be viewed'as a fundament91 revision of 7reudts

theory.

he functionning of the ego, according to Hartmann, is

explainable only we attribute to the e2;obisloiCal roots

of its own. The develc-cment of ti' :1 c':e cannot be solely

the result of the impact of-enronment upon instinct. Rather,

says Hartmann, the er;:o follows its omn inl-nrn,timetable of

development analagous to the development of p'sysiological

.processeS. The ego does not develop out of the id; it is

present from the very beginnin, It i3 not to '2e viewed as

the non-biological portion of the personality; 'ather, it

s (-nifestation of the adaptive nature of bioloical in

stinct.

In,introdlacing this modification of the concept of the

e.7,-o, Hartmann distinguishes between.two Corns of autonomv:

primary autonomy and secondg.ry autonol,y. to Freud,

ereeptian, e-7) f,:.nc`;ions

lop only when the instinctual riv: fail o an imme-

diate .satisfaction Ilithout dmying the importance of instinct-..

environmental cpilict for-the develonnent of many ego func-

tions, Hartmann nevertheless sines out several basic ego
.

A012
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functions which he insists are nrior to nd independen of

such conflict, for example, the ego functions of perception,

intention, object comprehension, thodght, memory, language,

and .motility. According to ;iartmann, these ego functions

,are "inborn and conflict -ire ;" they are what Hartmann calls
- ) (

functions of ilprimary autrnony.",
7
`In adettion to these func-

1

tions, other ego functions, although originating as defenses

against instinctual drives, nay develop a l'elative degree
,

of autonomy (as in the case of reaction formation). Mosel

forms of belavior may undergo a "change 'of function" by

means f which they "turn from a r: - ,:..-ins into a goal in tnei7

OlgT rights." -The7 thereby becon ;.n Hartmann's :or,to,

rikego apparati of secondary alonomy.

Erikson's Theory: the 7-:nic-onesis of the

'',rikson's theory of ego developnent may be viewed as

an elaboration of Hartnann's concept of,t1be prirrary autonomj

of the e,-7,o. Whatbegins with Hartmann as a refinement and

extension of Freud's theoryecoMes with Eriksonla. full-blown

reformulation. Whereas Hartfiann roF,,tricts the notion of

primary autonomy to .a few basic ego functions, takes

it as the principle of all e,o'development.

Erikson is more &mphatic about the biological nature of the
4

k
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eGo in that he treats 070 develoPment as an extensi-on,

thirbiological pri:Iciele of epigenesis. Derived from the

study of the growth of organisms in utoro, the principle of

epigenesis states that

...anvthing that grows has a FrouAd plan,.
and that, out of this ground plan the parts
arise,'each part having its tine of special
ascendancy, until all partA.have arisen to
form a functionning whole.-/

When applied to the development of the hthIlan ego, .thi means-

that

...in the seouenoe of his most personal
experiences the healthy child, given a
reasonable amount of proper guidance,
be trusted to obey inner~ laws of develop:\
nent,. laws 'aich create a succession of
potentialities form significant interaction
with those persons 'who tend !.nd respond to
him and tho7e, institutions which are ready
for him. Mile such interaction' varies
froll culture to curture, it must re-
main within 'the proper rate and the
prowe-3,seauencel which governs all epi-
clehesNS. fersonality [read ,

,

fore, can be said to develop according
to steps predetermined in the human or-
ganismts readiness to be driven taward,
to be ao of, and to interTet with
widening radius of'si-rficaflt
uals and institutons.-

cqordin to' this fornulatkon the relatiorl:;hip between

ego davelonent and interaction with the environment is

reversed as compared withFreud. lon-er is -;o develop-

ment viewed as a Iresponse to the impact of the enviroament.

0 i 1
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Rather, eso development derives from the unfolrling of an

inborn developmental schedule, which itself determines the

capacity for and nature of the persons interaction with the

environment at each stage.

)Also implicit in the principle of -epigeftesis is the

view that ego development is discontinuous: .it proceeds

in stages. Each .stage is .characterized by staise-specific

developmental concern or "task," which*ricos to ascendancy,

meets its "crisis," and, if all goes well, finds its lasAng

"solution" by the end of its specific sta :o. The human

"life cycle" .is comprised of eight suCkf stagep, the major
1

components of which are s...;.mmarized in Figure 1 (overleaf) .

The term "crisis" is used by Erikson "in .1 developmental

sense, to connote not a threat of cs,.tastrophc, but a 40

turning point, a crucial period of increased vulnerability

and hie;htened potential."
11 The succos ful resolution of

the tension between these new vulnerabilities and ndw

'potentials (in a relatively stable balance which favors tie

latter), yields a lasting ego strength or "basic\virtue."

These virtues exist in the form of preaLspositims to engage

in certain types of behavior (both personal and interpersonal),

and*av mirrored in the 'structure of particular social insti-

tlations into which that behavior is organized and through

which it is maintained.

6



*FIGURE 1

BASIC ASPECTS OF ERIKSON'S EIGHT

STAGES OF HUMAN DEVELOPMENT

4

..

Psycho-sexual Crises of Ego
Stages Development

Oral-sensory 'Basic Trust vs.

Basic Supporting
Virtues Social
Attained Institutions

Hop, Religion

Muscular-anal Autonomy vs.Shame rlillpower Law and order

and Doubt
- I

Locomotor- Initiative vs. Purpose Economic order

genetal Guilt

.
.

Latency Industry. vs. Competence Technoly
Inferiority

Puberty Identity vs. Role .Fidelity Ideology

Confusion

,

Young Intimacy vs. Love Fa4ly and occu-

Adulthood Isolation' pational roles

Adulth6d ,Generativity vs. Cam Education, Art,

Stagnation and Sci3nce

Maturity Ego integrity vs. Wisdom Philosophy
Despair

46.
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Identity and Adolescence

Qf the eight stages of ego development, it is the

fifth stage--roughly ecuivalent to the period of adoles-

cence, to which Erikson devotes his greatest attention.

In contradistinction to most psychoanalytic theOrias of

adolescence, Erikson de- emphasizes the role of sexuality

as a source-of the conflicts arisin7 at this stage. In
4

o

fact, Erikson vie-,:s adolescence as a "psychosexual gorator-

ium," as a :art of second latency oe-,iod, during which sex-

ual intimacy is postppned in order that other developmental

obligatims may be met.
12 In effect, Erikson is saying. that

sexuality nay b i::;nored at this s',age because it is repressed--

indeed a strange oosition for a Freudian to take, but one

lf-C_ch cannot occupy U3 at this time .

Physiological maturity, coupled with a relative freedom

from interpersonal obligations, make this a period f "role

experimentation." Through such experimentation the adoles-

cent sees to "find himself" by finding himself a niche in

some section of his society--a niche which iS firmly defin.1

and yet seems is be uniouely made f.:r 1-.71:1,
1
3 The dominant

characteristic of this ste ic thlt it is a .-)eriod inte-
.

7rat'_on. This integration takes several forms: first, the

integration of past accomplishments and future hopes; second,

the integration of disparate aspects of the pelAsonality; and

7



third, the integration of the indivial and tha society.

These various fo-rms of inte;ration ara conCined in the

concept of identity, and the search for a lasting sense. of

identity en as the ego's developmental task at this

stage.

The Concept of ,Identity

The ambiguity of Erikson's use of the term "identity"

(or "eso-id ltity") is, c ccordin3 to Erikson, not wholly

accidental. Says Erikson:,

So far I have tried out the telwt iden-
tity almost deliber2tely--I like to
think--in many different, connot'Itions.
At one time it seer ed to refer to a
conscious sense of indiCridu1 unicue-
ness at another' to an 11:1CJ.1.;CioU3 strfv-

ing for a conoinuit7 of experience, PI:(1

at a third, as a solidarity wiGh a r;rolzels

ideals. In some respects the torn appe.red
to. be collocuial and naive, a nere manner
of sneaking, while in others it was re-
lated to existin._; concepts in psychoan,:ly-

sis and sociolor,y. nd on nore than ono
occasion the word o)ipped LI more like a
habit that seems to :.ako thLngs alpoar
familiar than as a clarification, 4

In 3enoral, Eriksonrs ap2roach to .-,t].:ng the s;.lject matter

more explicit has been to apnroah t:;le c.:ceot ffom differ-

ent ansles-- bioE;ranhic, clinic :,l, euc.--

rather than to atten2t an -)1-1.aufitive th:,,orctic forrlula-

tion. In a sense, Erikson is p.'obably corre t in insisting

) i)



that to specify the meanimi of "idantity" too exactly would

be to falsify rather than to illuminate the concept. Edver-

6
theless, some systematization and clarification of Erikson's

use of'the term seems warranted.

Only once has Erikson hiimself attempted a systematic

presentation of the concept of identity and its relation

to other psychoanalytic concepts. This is in a paper orig-

inally prepared for presentation at the 1953 Uldwinter

Meetinc of tho American Psychoanalytic Association.
15

More

Erikson distinguishes four fundRmenual connot;tions of the

term "identity." "At one tine it identity will nppear to

refer to a conscious sense of identity; at anoter,

to an unconscious strivin; for a contin.Jity of personal

character; at a third, as a eritorlon for the silent doings

of e::o s-rnthesis; and, finlly, as a maintenc,aco of an inner

,16

solidarity with a group's ideals .a.::c1 identity.' To these

four asnects' of identity should be added a fifth aopect

much discussed in Eriksonis sueTient g itin:;s on identity:

identity as the adoption o' cenvLici. ; s :1c1 ;holistic world-

view, i.e., an ideolef:y. T,ese ;:ive a:-Iects s3rva as

the framework for our atte.ipt to ,,111c11 1',e Er'soals concep-

tion of identity and identity formation.

9 13 9



as Conscdus 3onse of T-n:ivivality

Accordin7 to Erikson, the concept of identity is closely

related both t Freud's concept of ego- cathexic (or arcis-

.sism) and his concept of the ego ideal. 17 'TTarcissism," in

Freud theory represents a state.in which libido has been

withdrawn from.the objects in the outer world and directed

at (or inveited in) the e7o. This takes '6hree forms: as a

necessary sta:-;e in th early.develop:aont of theeTo (primary

narcissisl:); as a nor_ al resithi.al

periods in which object-cathexes are w. .1c (e;. sleep); and

as a patholo,ical condition accomp,Inyin,; ce-rtain forms of

neurosis.
18

.Leter in life the narcissistic libido :nich

ing iTgancti is directed tr;-Irds the e.- is displace! onto a

socially inculcated ideali',:ed e-;o, or "e :o ideal,' The im-

pert-nco of these nrocesoes for e`; r, dvolomen:: is su=r1::nd

by Freud in the following passa:

The develooment ot the er,o con3ists in a
departure fromtho.primary narciism a:sd
results in a vi;:;orous act: pi; to recover
it. This deorlitre is !:coo-Jt by

means of the did71':.oment .1.!.bio to

e.o-ideal imoosod Crorl :i'a-
ti2icl.tion is deri%rel from
of this ider-A.

rtt the 7.ame-ti.-.10 thp h!s
its libidinal objec.6.-eatrles. .It

1.:7:=0"ri3:1 in ,pcp.-u:,n:e the.:e
cthexes and of the T'on'latio,-,_ of
idePl, and it enric.-les itself a7ain both
by gratification of its objec -1Dve and by

.111110
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fulfill ; its ideal.
?flrt of she co1C-r7.77..ri is prin',ry--

the residue of childish nlrcissis; a-
nother part arises out of such ormipotence
go exlperience corroborates"(the fulfil-
rilent of the ego ideal), whilst a third
part proceed from -.ratification of ob-
ject libido.1-9

With Hartmann, Erikson seems to prefer using the 'ter:, nar-

cissism to denote the.libidinal cathexis of a "self-repre-

sentation" rather than. of the ego itself,
20 but otherwise

apparently accepts Freudls theory of ntrcisism and of the

role of the ego ideal. Furthermore, Erik.loneconi'...es in

FrvdTs comments on positive self-regard :the precursor both

'to Hartmann4s concept 1:31' self-represea,tation ani his own

cont-i-iI of identity.
21 He apparently apporves of Freud's

sugestion of I close reistionship betweon.pOsitive self-
.

re7;ard, narcissistic ego-cathexis, attainment of the ego

ideal and gratifying object-cathox4c.

where, h4wever, suggest his preference for deAing with

these phenomena at the level of concrete cltniell ob3or-

vatio'n, rather then at the motaly;ychnlogieal levelecq-im-

puted libidinal processos.
22

In his earlier writin-;s, Erits)n the torn

"ego i en i y," in puce -)f ,

which he no uses. Among ol*ter factor:, ' eimilsrity

between the tern "ego identity"-4andethemone fq,-Iiliar term

"ego ideAl," and the possibilities for confUsin:-, forced
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Erikson'to opt _'hr the simpler term. Alth'eu7h .J identity
ego 1.d;-.1 are in some waya .riksoil is never-

theless careful to distinguish between them:

Ego identity could be said to he char-
acterized by the more or less actually .

attained but forever-to-be-revised sense
of the reTITty of the self within aocial
reality; while the inaery of the ego
ideal could be said to reeresent a set
of to -re- strived -for but forever-not7euite
attainable ideal ;oil-77677'1e sal':;c-,`

Identity is thus closer to HartmannTs concept of the self-

representat'on than to L7rs.tdfs cont of the or,o ideal,

althoush attempted fulfill:1.ml; of the oho idesal nay figure

in identity formation. Ip ;).not her pao..;a,;e, loweer,

son suggests that it is not so much the self-rr:proseAtation

itself which constitutes idc,ntity, but ,211

pacity Of the ego to ache r) a 'Igo.ictic cinuity of such

a self-representation. These appr'ently contaictin-; ro-

marks are reconciled in Erisonfs sur7,:enthat "ilentity

formatien...canbecaid a self-spect, e:Id. an ei;o

aspect: 26 In other words, identity fornition h:z both a

. ;ubjoct pole (the. ero) and an obj'Jit pole (the ';elf), and

the concept of identity refers to IicLtr the r :o' or the

self exclusively, hat to the sucuc.;f1.:1 pro-'

cess by which the ode effects ac.vAnYlnli,:oi: tha 3rlf (or

more succinctly, to the process by which eso :'identifies"
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Only in certain instane7s,s, the.

self-re resentation-or the process by -.1hich the ego inte-

grates the dispar40 aspects of 801f into a sin,eslp continla-

ous--eelf-representation present to consciousness. In A!t:

situatons they remain unconeoious, or at lea-st.

,scious. ically, it is_cniy when we are threatened by
r.

a loss,of identity or when identity fobNation is aImos but ,

,

not quite fully accomplished-that :re experience the t
t

ranA-

sitOry extreme cons5j.ousness of self, :Thich Ls- 1Lhe common

core of the many forms of "self- consciousness" typical for

.

4

youth. More often, identity, is experierIced merely as a

diff4se s se of psyc.liosocial well-bein],27
'a

Identity as an lInconsciouS Serivin=i; for c'ontinijity

If the cOnscious-end.lavor to achieve are in ae srated and

lasting self-cohcept is, so to speak, only the dip" of the

iceberg in the formation of identity, of^the ri-

conscious aspects of the searah for ideIC,Li,t-,f? Erik-

son Ivoide the usual-ter:linclo'gyfor dccrDi_n- unconscious

psychic processeS, it is so-letimes discern

exactly' what sorts of ilmconmscious nechan4ms assumes

be operative here. A close examlnation of so-ne, das,

11.
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criptions of the adelescentl's strivinc,.: for continuity., hour- -,
ever, should give us some 'du-5 as to the unconscious a':nam-

,

ics of this process. In paticular the following two pas-

sages should be instructive:

In their search for a new sense of

have to refight many:of the battles
continuity and sameness, adolescents

of earlier years, ,even thougil,to do so
they mustfarificialiy appoint perfect-,
ly veIl-r.eaning people to -olay the roleS
of aaversaries; and they are ever ready
to install lasting ido3,s andals as
tuardiang of a final identiti..'

The sense' of ego Identity, theA, is the
accrued confidence that the inner same-
ness and continuity prepared in past
are-natiched by the sameneos anclacontinuity
of one meaninv for ethers....:

The, first thing that should be_ clear from these pa's-

saes is that the unconscious striqing for continuity man-

t,
A Gi

ifests itself in and. is acdompaished*tiirough overt behaior

of an interpersonal sprt, r2hus, to say thathe_formation

of idphtity is largely, an unconscious process is not to

suggest that it is accomplishe'd in cone deep and in2ene,tra-
,

1,
ble interior° level. of the human psyche. Just as on the eon--

4.

scious.level the search for tdentity i3 o1, a matter of lone-

Iy ezistential'anguish-over the. qu-)stion of "Who an I? on

"gyp.'t of- some` isolated individual, at the unconscious- level

too the formation of identity is more of an inter-ps-Ahie
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than an .intra-psychac phenorienon,

e

/Aside from this, in the above passages.Enikson s.ug-
op

gests that iden*Aty forMation,may In-7olve unconscious.pro-
-

cesses of projI4kon and acting -out, and the introje-6tion

of -an ego ideal (to use the standard psyChoanalytic teem

°logy), and the unconscious "taking the role of the other"

(to use symbolic-interacl,:ionist terminslog2Y)..

Identity as esis

Identity formafion, in Erikcson:s is largely a

g

matter of 'syntheses accomplished, by th,e ego. These syn-
.

theses are made on various lcvcls and. in various forms,
ti

o

but most important to identity forma on is the synthesis

of childhood identifications. Accordi,Ig to Erikson:, idon-

tity formation may be viewed as she of a threestage

schedule by which "the es-o crows in ever more mature inter-

play with the available models."3° The sta_;es which pro-
a

ceed_identity formation and prepare the basis for it' are;

first, .t!g.e introjectiOni of Wancy, second, the id'en-

tifications of childhood. Says 2rikson: "Id2ntity formation,

finally, begins when the usefuln.eLs of fentification,enris.

It arises from the selective resudiation and mutual simi-

lation of childhood identifications, sr:d tlieir,absorption

) 5
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In a new confivarazion." 31 "7:10 final iden'it79 then, as

fixed az the e of adolesc-irc) is :upererdinated to any

single identification with individuas of t'he p;t: it

includes all significant identification, but it also al-

ters them in order to-Inke a unioue and areasoqably co-

heren1 whole of them,"

Other levels at which%identity emergehrouh ego syn-
,

thbses are sugested in the followinr..; oasage:
,

From a F.-enetic noint: of view, then, the
prw.3ess of id-%-...t.A:ty
as an e':olvinr: cenfi7ur?ti.5n-- a Cm-
figuration which is -gradually est_lblished
by successive ego syntheses and rcsTrA-
theses throughout childhood; it is a

configuration -radully into-:rai- con-
stitutional -7ivens, idiosync.ve.tic iioid-
,inal 1.',17ored
cent i.:,-,tific?7,ien;) ':fecti1c 1.

s.,blimatons, and connt

note that here, as in the previous t're
a

Ericson -stresses the continuity of idbntit;,- forIlZlen,with

the ego developm,ents of childhood, Such ,,:',11'c,inuity tand

to be obscured in ksonls witin:gs by Itis emphasis on the

sts-e-soecificity,- e-;;o de-relopmen!;a1 cri.s. ':ever-, as
,

, r

Eri%son is careful to point out, evr. tl.-h 13.:L.:1,-ntal
, 1 .

,crises-may be stap:e-Specific, ,--ro ,:--oLo--.--,n' j- -1-;1.1 lar:--,e-*.
.

, 1
ly a cumulative nro-cess.' to

.

,- Wilile the end'of adolescence- tInirs is .

d
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the z-La7,e ov.'t identity
41;

neither
ends with adolescence: it is a lif'elonL;

develcylment lare;ely unconscious to the
individual and to his society. 'Its
roots go back all the way ta tehe first

self-reconition: in the baby;s earli-

est exchange of =iles there is some-

thing n a self-realization coupled wt tin

a mutual reco7nition.34

-Arthough Erikson is not specific on this point, his

emphasis in the above passa7e.suits that ".self-reali-

i.
--,znton coupled with 'a mutual,recooition" nnJ- be taken as

the ,-;uintessential charicteristic.of idencity-fow.tive

:.:1-tuations;

Idefltitv as the CstablisHment of 3elidarit7.with a Group

In the previous pas es we have all-eady witno,1:;ed the irr1=-

portance of \Social interaction to thn -for:,ation 'of identity.

.
Every situation in irhich the individual achic-J,e1 a near

ception of himself is paralleled by the ect,?blishment of as

new relation between.h'mself And the.,lomnunity; every achieve-
.

-ment of a new (1,6:;ree of continuity is. qatc?;.ed by.a rif:w degree

of cohtinuity of his meaning in the njos,o others; and every

integration of the disparate aspec's of h:3 oeroniTity is

achieved,through thb further intes-ation of himself into

the system of social roles of his conmun.ity In fact the

so'dial factor in identity formation is so irlpor1 ant that
r



Erikson speaks of i*:ntity a process

by whic,the co7unity "iden't.L22les" the individual.

Tdentity=formation...is dependent on the

process 13'.- which a'society (often throuc..

subsocieties) identifies the young indi-
vid.ral, recognizing him as,,sorlobody who
had to become the W23 he is and who, be-

ing the //Fa-
a,
he is, &s taken for r7r9nted.

...the corriurity in turn feels "recognized"
by the individual who cares to ask for

reco,gnit4.on; it "can, toljon,

feel desply--and von.7eLully--jestad.by
oho individual who.docs not s,:!ert to care.

A com7unityle ways of icle:1';Lfyinc.: the

1n-'-ivir1,11 then, more let :; suc-

ceslrally thesinuividlis of LdJ:_-

tifying himself with others.10

I

Identity thus depends on a mutual reco7nAtion between the

individual .and the corn :nit and on the 1.c'-eroeal. adapta-

tion of tine one to the others. By ,strosng the social

element of identity formation 'Erik= dro.i not t'_ereby

mean to negate the im:-)ortr=.nce of the -individual 0-;o1 6r to

suggest t'ha't identity is achieved.through tlye-4n-I;vidual's

conple surren,Jer to riven social roles and e7.--):ctations.3

Theiprocess of ideniait'y formation involv r mes a mIttil accoo-
.

dation, aceomodation on the pa:4; of the co.IN.up,ity as

well as the.indrvidua or Jrn "an im7liclt

mutual conract' between the inli'vidTlal and socielly."J'
27

1) 9
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o..-

id technic'. ); -:11Lch halD e..7,--came a

sense of inhibition .e.-.cl por...onal q;ullt;

(5) int-oodutti-on Into the ethos of the '.
.

--prevai).in7: teclynolo.;y and thusinto
sanctioned a:zry'regulated c:m)etition;

(6) e.,:p-ec-,rvyllic-historical
world ie

as a frane.:orIc for youn.; individ 1
% .

bu-lding-identity; (7) a raVonale so:' a

sithial w4-7 of .lif a-co7atibla' with a
capvinci47)s-stem of )rinci-.)les; and

(d) sl,Ibmisdion to leedens who" ...arr

above the ambivence of the parent-

child relation.'

I-1

1.

_

we shall she leter, hb:Fover, the be-lifits of ideological

corrmitmentdrd not u;_thol.,.;. _thetr c--,1 .--ltn; --.,:

Ns.

dangers.

.Identit-! rmatio3 as an Inte7rati1ve -roccss

4 the orevio..111 sh-3,11d
for

441

0 ) 0
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'cannot b3 dess.,ned ,:loartfrom

identity is formed. Of t:le five -basic asoects
0

only the first really speaks to the question of what iden-

)

v'tity is; the others approach the matter ir,direct17, in terms

of how identi"y is formed. The untrenlying ,-..read in each,

of these descriptions of the process of identity formation

is that each views identity formation ab an integra';ive pro-

coss. This integration mqy 1)e seen as operatig. on y;o din-
0

tinct but interrelated dOnains: intrapsychically and inter-
. A "90

-/ -
psychically. Sphere is an in-kegration of dis-)arate 2.z)ects

.of the personility through the .unconscious striving for can-

tinui, and throu-qh syntheses acconT)liol by `,ha c;o; _tnd

there is the integration of the individual .:;;;h-the

, f

ity in terns .of his fA.fillnent of given role expect,ions

and his adoption of the Wells and idoolovy o2 the 7soup;

These trin processes are dialectically rel-d: into-7ation'

of the fi st Sort is possible only to the e. "':-!nt cry -It it i3

paralleled by-integration of the .-,scond 7ort.

.The,?atholo7ies of ,Identity '.:;brnaton

According to EriksonTs at d

stage or crisis there is bon the pote-Ctial fo2 ,he :1 Dvelan-

ment of a upio e ego,streng.th and 'the Vulnerability to a
a ;

developmental pathology. -At' the stage of adolescence

Eriksor(singles out "role confuslon" as the most likely or

# #) 1) 1
It t
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no'ot characteristic r-:.al.lng of Erik-

son's writings on identity, however, 7.1-.ows role' confusion

to be only one of several pathologies typical to adolescence.

For example, 'Erikson also notes the danger of the develop-

pent, of a deviant or "negative" identity.41 He also men-

tions the possibility that ideological connitment may take

the form of .the adoption of a secure) tut stultifying total-

itarian ideology.42

These tiree pathal^-0.es nay bl :,dated to cy's another

in terms of the above conception of ii:ntity formation as

a proces6 of dual integration. . Ne:sat.'_ve identity may be

viewed as a.successful integration at the intra-7,sychic lev

ell but which is accomplished at the expense of a failuro

to integrate with society. In oher..:ords porsonality

becomes integrated in terms of its o-:::ositiGn to tl.e a7_ roved.

.

roles and norms of the society. Gonvorsely, sul;niss5on to

a totalitarian ideology nay be viewed as a totally accono-

dating integration with the norm:, an.: iow:3 of a culture((or

subculture) but which is accomolir, in ';1-y) ab.;ence of the

development of an in and in-.-..:ttlyit:1,7,rat9d '070.

Finally, role confusion apol:;s only 0 tho ext:'Dne sit7.10-

tions where there is a failure to ac7leve intetion either

within the individual personality on vis-a-vis society.
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Dz.° Environ:-=t

In Freudrs theory, you will recall, the eso'was "de-

veloped out of the id bythe- continual influence of the ex-

4"
ternal'world." The e-;o thus came. to form the interface be-

tween the id and the external environ:rient. It arose out of

'the-ihevitable conflicts arisin3 en non-adaptive in-

stincts seeking gratification and an in ependent and objec-

tive external reality. A conparison of Freud's toncept of

the eo arra, Eriksonfs'concept of idr.,ntity shows ther: to be

structurally very similar. Ego identity, acco'rdin:-; to Erik-

son, is that part of the ego (and of the perconality,as a

whole) which is closest to ,the external soc.Lal re'aity. It

is, as with Freud's "cr,o", the interface betweon the psychic
§4

apearatus and the external world'. In a sense, then, we night
1 9

1

say that Erikson transposes F'eud's id psychology to. the lev-
.

el of the ego by giving the ego attributes which,?-roud as-

'bribed only to the a biolo,---.1c1 basis and an auton-

omous developmental schedule. Erikson then concentrates in
-oh

the concept of "identity" those aspec',s of the e::o shich ire

the least bio -ically deterninod '.he'nost (:n7ironmentally

(influenced, s-o th-tt the identity 1).!cc-:o.1 f locus for a chr-
i

acteristic which Freud attributed to tho ono as a witola--its

role as a /mediator between biological and social kand Ocher.

:JO 09 3
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The effes of it:Iiitransfrrmation prpfou.:12.,

treating ego development as biologically ::rounded,

changes the concept of instinct from '.I view which secs in-

stincts as "blind" (i.e.i.non-adaptive) to one which sees

thAr as inherently adaptive. As a result, the inLerfaca

between instinct and enVironment need ndrc, be apoint of
1

necessary-and unresolvable co'nflict, is for Yreud,44

but may instead be a point of pre-establised harmony. This

harmonious conception is taken up by Erikso:1 'in bis.notion

of "mutuality" or -wheeling" of F.).3norations, in his Con-

cept of an fl'avora70-expecta',16 er.v1r:It" and his view of
4

the nature and function of socill Ins';it,kttons

Erikson uses tli.e_term "-.0 :o refer %o ^e co-''

ordination of psyChic ne.ads
.enera-

tions which serves to promote tr.o conflLct-fre ::v;lop:flent

of the human ego Alnd tho in:e-r11;ion of t:la into

his society. -Erilcson postultos h "co,-;:neel-

in17; of the life cycles": the.-e ,r6s;'.!rltt% ye.; Jo' Le the

carbtaking persons", ,.ire (;,.)
indi-

vidual by their cr)ecifi.c
hi7, needs

arid by phase-specific needs of: o7ra. inrorn epi-

genetic schedule insure that :ile,71-2disnositie6na of differ-
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0

ent cerlaratiens(se ve to pi.o:-Tote
dovelornt of one

another,

This mutuality creates for the 7rowing

ies of "tIverageexpectable environments.
6 whic h a..4 attuned

to his developmental needs at each st.a3e, and to whmch he is'

himself "preadapted."

The specific kind of nrea;laptedness of

,the human infant--nal-, the re:td4.ness

to grow by epi,senetic s;:eps throuzh psy-

chosocial crises -calls Hpt ozzly
for one

basic environment, but for'5.Nehole so-

cuence of 'expectable" envi:'=ents, for

as the child adapts'in spurt.; and stases

hel,has a claim, at .any 7;iiten sta:;e reached,

to the next' faverage'expectable,enxiron-
ment.1 In other words, the human environ-

mDrit as a whole nust permit and safe;uard

a series of more or 1,sos discontinuo.as and

yet culturally and :)sye..loIezically consis-

tent levelelanents, each extein; further;

along the radius- of exp:ndin,; _Life tasks,'"

-The concept of mutuality cztendl even genesis

and function of social institutions.,

Each 'successive 3"ta7e nd h-ls a,

soecial relation to.one of Co basic

institutondli::ad
m:ln for

the simple reason that the life cy-

cle and human insziL.,:t2,ans Ilyve evolved

to7ether. The relati on
twofold: each vynerc..tio;.1.

, lose

'institutions the o" '212an;11(-)

need6 and youthful r,,onivos

from them--as 1;)r14;
21.1,1-

ar4e to Faintain Choir vital -

ity--a sppO.fic reinforonet of c...1.11dlil:e

0



institut;lotal ore,er of ::ocioty thus t-lilds to be

so constructed atto no-,,t a 4 invite a s-ccessln. of po-
lo

't-entialities for ego development and to s'afeguwid and .en-

courage the proper rate and the proper Seouenco.f their

unfolding,49 Each of the Major social institutions--re-

ligion, law, economic institutions, technolosy, education)

science, etc.--reflects the needs of the ego at a partiu-

Iar sta:e Of develo'pment a:1d is maintr:T.,:l0,1 by ';I :o stren L.11.

.

'derived frqm this s,ta.v.' :-7rikson su:;-ets "<h3
.
need for

a "Psychoenafyt-i4 sociology" to r.,Ccor..I. "tlia of

conceptua1izing-- nPnIs environment as thei 17orsistent endea-

vor c thegenerations to join in the )r7-tn17:Atanal effort

11.

f providing an int:;.--;0qtel :;r:rie of -1:17,0 .",X110C4;n./010

environments.'"
51

Given this view of thn

ponding emphasis on intevation, it :..s'not :1;.zr:)rising that

ErikDon r,_;iv'es. So much Of hi. .:t:;enti:)a to .:...7.cer.,.c and

it.s.probleIns, fcr it is at
..Y.ro':1 41 of

the intoration'af,eilch ne-t
In-.° in:::itutional

.

structure of sotioty
is 1:4rouh

\Lthe process of 'Y zdentity 7o::at.i.o.71 :-.- i.nv;r1ticn.,:.

is accomplisl,..ed.

.

/
4.

V
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FURTIER THEORIES OF IDE1:TITY

Psychoanalytic theory is' only one'df several contem-

porary approaches to the issue of the formation of identity

(or, ,,as it is more often-termed, the formation of self).

In this section we shall consider three additional apuroaches,

both for whi.t they themselves contribute to- our unde?stand-

ing of identity and in order to highlight and expand ;1211on

certain elements of the psychoanalytic conception.

It is common today to speak of three "forces" or schools

f thought ?n psychology. The flapproach:, the FLudian

or psychoanalytic, already been dealt wit'. Thy, second

is behaviorism, also known as associationistic or sti-Aulus-

response psychology. The third is known ,Faripusly as hum.an-

ist, exigtantialist, or self-actuali%ation pzychology. These .

latter two shall be discussed in the scction,s which follow.

, In addition to these, we shall also be concerned with the
?

Meadian or symbolic-interactionict
p.Irspecti,ve on iC.:;ntity.

The Behaviorist Apnroach to Identit7
s2.

According to Skinnerian behvieriSm, r.ln (i.e., nanis

behavior) is almost wholly conditioned by his environment.

The only r \esidual not determined by environmental conditionrs

is a limited number of instinctual reflexes. The basic con-

009 7
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cept of behaviorism is of the reflex, or stimulrb.,.
.

sponse.arc.s.Every,hurian behavior or pattern of behavior

(response) may be likened to a_continency in the external'

environment (stimulus) whih'acts As a reinforcer,' for that

behavior. The impoptance of internal'or mental'mediations

between stimulus and response is minimized. Mental states

do.not.centributo to our knowledge. of the determinants of

behavior--they.are epiphenomenal and not causally linked to

behavior.

Generally speaking the concept of identity is forei ,n

to the behavilerrst Evproach. There is some discussion am

behaviorists, however, wrer related concepts such as ident

fication, into-rnalization, and, in particular, self-concept.

ForSkinnerian behaviorists, oners s-alf-cencept is, in the

first place, determined by the social environment,,and, in

the second place, oftentimes an extreme distortion of oriels

true nature.' In particular, plf-concepts encorporate

a feeling of autonomy or :rhich are framed. in'moralistic terms

(eg. Eriksonrs "b;Isic virtues") aro culturally fostered il-

lustions. The only scientific meaning we c3n ;Ivo to the

t.rm cself" is eznressed *.oy.43::inner in the following state-
.

ment:"A self is a repertoire of behavior appropriate to a

given set of contingencies, and a substantial part of the

conditions to which a person is exposed may play a dominant

role...The identity conferred upon a self arises from the

119-0 9S
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con,tinencies resoonsible for the behavior.'

to'this.,,yiew, the only type of self a-:7:raness Gh:t is not

-illusory involves the inddvidualis asbility to discriminate

the operant 511_properties, of ills own behavior which serve as

source's Of control for himself and social ohers.
55

I

The 1-71.manist Approach to Ir.entity

Diametricall- opposed to the behaviorist alpproach ip

that group of writers and therats :;1) 2avn c7.1ed the "hu-

man1st" school. The most o'rominent aon.,=--, these are Abraham

/.7.aslow,RrolIo 1:ay, and Carl Rogers. In this' sect. shall

deal primarily with Roger-Q.! th,,,ory since it is both the most

fully articula'-i.td, end most relevant to ctr cocorr; with idan-

. tity. It should h.?, nott;ltbat in natty w:ys 2:,iksonts views

ti

of the therIpoutic 4rocess and of huran Jevoloent resemble..

those of the humanist school; They are dist..nct

is

son, 11Owe4ier, in their rejection of an-I op.po:-,rtion to Proud-
,.

ian met p-,-cholov.

not
f7s

.gerst view of hun9,r. del loorent evolved ultil and can-

/

_understood apart from hiJ conc-!ptior. trapou-

ticorocess. Emotional or dovelOrmenal -tre soon -

4t;"

byiRos.ers as manifes4tions of "inconf,ruonco," whf.c:1 r.e?.ns

.:that there is some discrepancy between-the way the person
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in out.-,-1 pe-ceLvzs ^n--1

e-cperiencing..
a

Such incenruence, Oftentines

nakeS the r,erson vulnerable to anxiet7v depression, and

abeve all to a sense of threatened self -image. The thera-

pist, if he is to help the patient, must first of all be

br, 00(

congruent" himself. That islhis :,rust not misrepresent
11

What is happenim; between hincelf and the client. Secondly,

he pust display "unconditional positive re:2;ard" for the

client. This me1.1,; that the t:lerap17,t mus-; c'tl hold the

client himself in high esteem, irrespective of the client's

specific behaviors or the theraist's o inicns doncernins.

those behaviors, mhe theranist'must.Os
attain an empa-

,

thetic understanding of the Client's subjective thow;c.to.

and feelings.

These cendit onebein7 :41et, therapy proceeds threw4h

the ever more open expressi-e,of the Patient it thou7:11ts andC

feelins. These expressions often relate to the Patient's'

concept of "self" and to the
re1.7:.tiohship'between self and A

experience, In the course of this proco::s., inconf;ruencies

between self and experience al'o art!.cul:-,tcd

The result is a reorganization of thp self-str7.1cture. Tho

patient's percer)tions of himself and his expqrience'bcone

'more accurate. His conceptions of his real self and of his

4deal self accomodate to one another and beccns more con-
/

'gruent.

0
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This- coricepti-on of therapy is based on the assunp-

tion that humanshave'an "inikerent tendency... to develop

all... capacities in ways-which serve to inhanco the per-
11.

t66.
This

,

son. "self-actualizing tendency" is understood as

a striving toward Congruence between each dndividualls

experience and the unicue nature of his inner self. This

congruency nay be impeded by envirdnmental conditions or

by denials and distortions of experience caused by a throat

to self-imaTe. The role of therapy is to renove these im-
.

pedinerits and to make such diltortion unnecessary through

continuuing unconditional ositive regard.

The mostimportant of the concepts :uhIch conprise

Rogers' theoretical frano*ork is his concept of th6 "self."

Like Eriksongs concert of identity; its precise meaning is

left ambiguous or implicit and derives largely from =mon-

sense usage of the term. in general, the term refers to

an essential inner nature which is instinctual, yet indivi-

dual, and which exists in the Ppm of natural capacities aryl

inclinations. .
--.,_

.
.

.

The self is characterized by two potent.ially conflict-

ing qualities. In th first place, the self exists as a

.tendemy toward (sdlf-) actualization of an esserfltial inner

nature. In the ;second place, oness'com;cious'awess ofC,

4
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splf arises and becomes associated with-fcelinFz; of ".:elongr,

ingness." There develops with the self a need for positive

St,

regard both by-the,self-and by others. The self comes to

be selective in so far as Vie positive regard of others 'is

condi nal on certain types' of thoughts and behaviors.

Thel's'elf thug developsaccordifig to two distinct prin.-

.ciples. The one,"based on..self=actualizatLon, encsurases

Or di courages behavior depending on whether, or nit the re-

aulting experience is seen as one which Will enhsnce the

person and fulfill ,his infer nature. The other, based dYon

the need for po4itive regard, encourages or discourages be-

havior depending on whethAi or not the resulting experience

is seen as one which will moot with approval from signifi-

cant.others, Clearly, the person
so
ften eticounters situations

in Which, these two basic needs dictate opposite behaviors.

It is within the 'context Of this conflict between these two

411.
basic needs, the need for self-actualization and the need

fer positive regard, that all self development takes place.

Developmental disorders, understood as a falsificationof

or an incongruence between self and e- :rience, are the're-

sult of failure t7laccomodate these two asicneeds to one

another. ,

4
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The neadian Auroach to Identity

1*.

The last ap')roach to the issue of.Vdentity (or self)

formation which we shall consider is"that.of Georg-* Mead.
/ .

4 '

ead refers to his perspectikre.as that of a';"social behav-

iorist." As we hall see, however, he differs greatly.from

that sort of behaviorism represented by Skinner, and in many

ways more closely resembles F,rikson in his:lAinder :ding of

the development Of self.

Like the behiVioMsts," Mead emphaSizes the impo7tance

of the social environment as a detegmiwt of individual

development. For Mead, the whole (soCie Ids prior to the

part (the individual) , not the part to the whole; and the

part rust be explained in terms of the h e--not vice ver-

a.
57 The conduct of the individual can only be understood

in' terms of the organized conduct, of the social :Troup. Says

Eead:

We must retard mind...as arising and de-
,

velopin,4 within' the social process, ziithin

the empirical matrix of social interactionp.

V Must, that io, rot an inner indivi'lual

experience 'from the stand-)oint,of social

acts which include the e;:por,ier.ces ..)f sep-

arate individusls in a soci=11 cs1n.to::t wherein

those individuals interact. .51:he processes

of experience wh ic t he huran b. ^? --,a:(-1

\,
possible are. mad possible only for a '-ro.Ap

of interacting individ,4als: °ray 2o: indivi-

dual organisms which are memoers of a society;.

not ''or the individual organism ;Ln isolation

fromspther individual organisrip.'"

103
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1:ead explicity rejects pa tially soci%:.1

ti3ns of psychic phenonena -.-;ree that

psychic development reauires a tocial environment, but .

nevertheless maintain that 32t is;rote4.. in biolos-ical pro-

cesses. O

...this entirely social theory or Enter-
pretation of mind--this contention that\mind develops and h s it beinT; only in
and by virtue of the social, oroc,31 of
experience 'and activi,r, which it hence
presuoposes, and that in no other tray
can it develop and have its bein--must
be clearly, diz;tin;Tuished fron the partial-
ly (but only partially) social View of
mind. On this vies.:, thouth ilind can et
expression only within or in terns of Coe
environment 46f an or5Anizea social' :roue,
yet it is nevernelesn, ir Sorle s'.r..:e a

native endownent--a con-c,lital or hered-
itary biological' attribute--of the ir:di-
vidual orRanism, and could n-t othe-wise
exist or manifest itself in the zoci,A1
process at all; so that it is no:,
essentially a social o;7.,..nomenon, but rath-
er is biolop.ical both in its nature and
in its origin, and is social only in its
ch acteristie manifesta.tions or erprost
sia,s.. P.ccording to this latter wrew,
moreover, th social oroce4i&ore.loo.ses,
and in a se se is 9. product 644
.in direct ontrast is our opposite view
that mind presupposes', and is a product
Of, the social process,

:evertheless, iricontrist to th.) beh;rierist.:Aen,

, does not deny the importance of hunan allbj,,c'Avi,;y0 nor does

he treat individuals as ,the 'passive abject of societal con-
r .

*
ditioning. Although both are social in nature, tIlr) human

psyche has two poles--an object pole and a subject pole.
me

Individuals are both the objects of socially conditioning

J0104
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asencies, the active sujectq who construe;; and react

too such agencies. Pd thb.se two poles 0.. :c. `31

functionninr5 the 'I (subject) and tbi;("me" (object).
60

.
Mead's th'eory of the formation of the-pelf concerns

, the orocess by which the person as a' subject ("I") comes to

view himself (his self) as a social object Ono"), This

process is seen it.s arisin3 directly from the nature of so-

4'

cial interaction.

'the primary characteristic -of the experience of the

self, and one which di.;tinfzuishos it :Cron all other expor-

iences, is that it is an osje!t to itsell*611. This turning-

back of the experience of the individttc:1 u*,on himself Mpa

calls "refle.xiveness." Such a Rzoces.1 pos;iblo. only

within the context of social interacion 7,nd result3 from

our assuming (often Nnconsoiously) the attitljd4of other-s

towa':Id ourselves. The devel,op::erl,t of eAr a :

a. of

self thus arises indirectly and is riedlqted by the experi-

n.

of others.

\
? The individual ey.-rrienceo 11'-.solf

such, not direct17, only

from the partic:1:r
o2 0',1*.er

individual member.; of n :-(JeL .1

group, or from t:-.e

of the social.-rol,:p as a

he belon;s: vlor'ho
o-per

ience as a' self or ind:vLdt;a1p, not dir-)et-

lyor immediately,
not_by becc-:tins a sub-

.

ject to himself, but only in so far sc.; he

11 I 0 5
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first becones an 61.311(3et to hse.1.-2 f!-st
other -;n-i147-1s ohj-cts hill or in
his .e75.eie-Ice) beces an 0r.loct
to himself on17 by takin7; the ateitudes of
other individ,:als toward hinself within a
social envirsn7.ent or conte:ce of eyTeri-
ence .and ehar;or in which both he-and they
are involved.°"

Mead postulates two general stases in thull develop-

ment of selE. At the first. of these stages, the individual's

sclf is constituted simply 1)7 the orEani7ltion of the par -
\

ticular attitudes of other individuals toTard hinself in

the specific social inteActions in :thich he nacipates .

with them. At a 1pter stase, the self is conitituted not

only' b,, the orsanization of these !)ar:icrlar in-Lviclual

titudes, but also,b7 an oi,sanization of the social attitudes

of the uFeneralizda'other," i.e., of the social rout) as a
F

who to which ho belongs. Taese attitudisatorthe indi- .

constitution of his sell' by r:eans of a :Gnerali-

zation or synthesis of the n..;:itu.das of particular ot:hers.
. . ,

i

The .self thus roaches full develap.nent ',)- ineorporatim;

within itself the F4eneralsystematc patelin of social or

group Irhavior in which it ar0 the o'ihor solves. :Are all in-
,

I I

4 volved: 3 In this way the unity and' st:...urc .he

plete self reflects the unity and structur(.3 *of the soci:,.1

proceJss as a hole."
64
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CONP:-RISOU EX1ST=G THEORIES 07 ID=TIT7--T0'..lARDS A

REFORIMLATION.

In the preceeding"pages we have 'discussed four differ-

ent conceptualizations of the formation of a sense .of self

'or identity, or five, if irre treat 7noudian theory

as distinct from Erikoonian e3o psycholo.,y. In this final .

section we shall attempt ,a critical comparison of these fi4o

,.,theories with the aims ofelucidatirt the common features'

of the various conceptions, of rav'?alin is to "I 9e ^. of

particular theories as conpared .)f r

ing a reformulation of the concept which is corr,or,ttes m:any

of the featuras of existing theories, : t npvos beyond then

in certain important ways.
1

_Our consideration. of exists r. theop.Leo har, lod us to

.tho conclusion that thero is one overt =,7.i:'..; i.;.111,1 to 7!'llch

each theory of-identlity,must ad'Iress itself, 1.nA P.ccor':Lnz

to which different thdorieo may bs io

relation between the individual sr:1f and _:ooloty. Our re-

.

marks in the ;e final pages will focus on this fundamental

theme.

39107
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. e ,, o- .n t of 1.. 1 -,t44;, 1. -i--:40,i-',n c
,

. , .'..1., ..4l. o-__
7tween the S'tif ar i society

, All Varies identity aro implicit': !.:ories of the

C;

g)

relation between the individual and society. A brief sum,-

mart' of the ways in which, the various- theories appro'4ch tttis

problem..will better 'enable us to spedify their diffor oneres
.

'and to eompare their relative merits.

. 4111, The Freudian t;ieory,vi.ews the reln.tion'between the Izn-,
.

, . .
,

5c'divical and society as One of instritible connict. ' This

conflict pits man's instinetualinature, ns 11:odied in the

pleasure .principle, against society's in.:erests in order an!

, 1
rself-preservation, as embodied in the eAlity principle.

The ego, arising at the interf7ea between initinet ani en-
.

vironment, embodies thes'e conj.-lists in fy"m.? of .- :chars -.

5:31-1S of defense, and oftentimes neuroic cvmptog s.
,

Erikson reverses this vew'of.thie inovita.ble conflict

between individual and societv and raplaes U; with a con-.
,

cention which
t

assumes a biole7i.c:alytfjoundel., pre-e.;tablished

harmony'beween,the two. r":11..l'ifi :,..coo..711iei b5- :;r,)'..in:1;_

iAnstin(!t as ^..daptilto r-thon tlin 'clinl, roo- 0.7o de-
. 4: r

velopment in b'ioloF,ical m7A.;rfioni, an'l t.ro,tLnl: ';he so-

cial orler a^ a derivative- of psycho-dloprenSA neods.

The concept of iidentit is crucial to this formulation since

L

INN
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for
,

7.ationfinalizes th3 11,.-..rnon77:ous inteltion'o7f
);

ind.itidual and society implicit in tneir' ecUVe natures.
, ,j4

Ai .

V.Phdfs formulation is simi;lar Eri.Ones in-that he
.

.

vies self as driving, from social intera ion and as .a to-

. .

ken of the individual7s integration into so4tiet-:. 'In con-
,

.

to*Erikson, h*ever7,1 he accounts for'thif integrsation

of self and -society.more in ternp of the,infl,.).-1ce.of e--_-,
0 w\

ciety Upon the .1..ndEVidual than in -:terms of theinfluence of

,the biolos:ical nature f ndi--idual'n the strucleothei. u:O trp

of social institutions.

Each of thp precedinr.3,fornulati.ons041p one -,y or another,

treats iden uy (or self) as e.e7eloping out of '.:116 inter-

'action uetween individual and society. mhe la3t two theories

differ from these in denying the inportance of s7;:.1,-1 an inter-
,

action. sr e humanist theor7 treats the self as biolo-i'c!Jlly

inherent in the indi'40tual Lunan psyche and self-tullize-

tion as the accomplishment of the intli-laual--of::en Pchieved

only throush,the;renunsiaticn of -societal denam,.;. .7.1e be-

r

'haviorist'theory takes the ool?osite -ooint-of Vi 37:. ':.cc..)rd'ng

it the individual is wholly con'iitioned by hi social

4

environnent. The individu.:..1 self is no-;hin; more than-an

organized set of_ responses, to societal and cnviron.-7_2ntal

contingencies.

These five different conceptions of the relation between

individual and' societ-y are zchematized in Figure 2 (overleaf).

A:4
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70-:.1rds a.Reformulation o 7-1e-orcer)t-

In this 'section we wishwis; to '-onoze an alternative con-

ception of identity which is in 7fany ways d'synthesis of the

theories considered above, and y'et, hidh o f co:nbining*fea-

tures of several, of these. theorist leads to conclusions Whish

are wholly different, The basic theoretibal-framework for

this view is derivedrom the Hegelian-ilarxian conception

of man. This conception er.phasises that the relatimship

-between the individual' end the social world is a truly re-

ciprocal or dialectical one: that nan az an active subject

determines the social world at the same time drat he is de-

termined by it. Self and society are ine:.:tricably inter-
.

woven entities; the two me:intain and change one another by.

means of a reciprocal structured-structur:ing

This view donies a natural or a nriari s":.ucture to either

the individual personality Or to tha or;lnization of society.

There is neither a biologically fix,3d substratum determining

the variability of socio-c'.atural fan-latiens, norrd-o3 so-

ciety function according to ns:;,ural Cr inevitable "laws"

whiCh impose themselves on IndivYlul "o',Ilvior* or develop-

ment. neither the s',115'jectiv-Lty of the lunan

nor the objectivity of the social order may he .denied.

According to this formulation, se,1t r iC' formed

out of this dialectic between individual and society and em-

bodies all of the tensions and unfolding contradictions
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inhe..ent 'in di!ilec.;ic: Identity fo.1-71-.ti.:n place.

withlp the context of a specific, socially constructed wora.d.

The self is not passively determined by the social order,

however; but i -eS form only as .it actively responds to and

acts upon thatiSocial,order, Identity formation may be

viewed as an 'integration of self ,and.sa,ciety, howeverrthis
At ,

must be conceived as a dynamic rather tan a static inte-

gration. Contradictions whith energe ;from -theNtrucr,ure

of the socfoty are mediated throlt,sh his

and in particular through the tails-ions and conflicts sur-

rounding identity formation. These contradictions are re-

solved only in so par as/hey lead, to the formation of in-,

dividual selves who experience the need for social

as part of thei/4 experiende of their own ide.ltity.

should be apvarent tliat this conception of identity

formatio has much in common with a number .of the or,3vious-
.

ly considered theories444alq. eleeoially with the theories

of Erikson and Mead. Both view identity as aripin,7 out of

the interaction between the individtiha and society. The

difference is that each of these.; uneo2i,ies is I.ar,:ely static,

in' that his integration is larg*.ly prede7,errin-ld by L,he

dominance of one of the poles O this int-)rt!:m ovcr.the

other. Erikson guarantees integration by Ive-ing society

-1- as determined by the nature of the individual psyche. Mead,

in his homage to behaviorism, emphasizes the- determination



of the self by societ7 (516-

by selves. Although it his fo'rnulation of the "I" ond the-

"i-f&L' he allows for the possibility of the reciprocal impact

of the self upon society1' fon the most part this recipro-',

cal impact is restricted to a reactionary or feedb,,Ick role,

and nowhere is it suggested that the self's reaction to

'society mightfundamentally alter the structure of social

relationships from 1:Thich it originally derived..

B use of this p e ar:,xnteed i c5ratibn

in thei theories, neither Eril:son nor 'Mead can lderalate/

_deal with conflict or change. *Failure to-achieve inte-

gratd identity (and thus'adjustrlent to society) is viewed

by both as a'exception to the natural =end normal oour!:e

A
of events. Conflicts surrounding id-mtity :n are

not understood in terms of their relation co soci:a chan,.7,e.

Indeed, it is difficult to see where change 112.1s1,t come from

within such an inevitably inte;rated system.

Freud, on the other hand, Alews for c ?Ilflict in the

formslyn of self by treating neither, the, indi7idu-,l nor

society as a derivative of the other. Howev, ?-voad Lioes

not allow for tote reciproCal :7v,.ct of self a.,.d --)ciety upon

one, another. Both are viewed as fixed and uncha.n;eable in

their essential natures. this hyposta+izes the con-

)
flict between self atd society as the cosmic Strug7;le
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kan_z-,1117--Jad
bet:;c:n the

.
4

pleasure pincipld and the really 'principle. lie. does not.

_recognize the historical., and Changing nature, of self, societ7;

and the tension betveen them.

The. alternative conception of identity which we have

sug:7;ested here, while compatible with many aspects cf

existing theories., is, we believe, superior to them in its

ability to incorporate identity Carnation and the' confLicts

-surrounding it within th: context of a theory cf con-
.

\/ flict and chan7e. The took remains of fully elaborating

and.docunenting such a theory? and of applyirq, it to con-

temporarytemporary 'trends of identity fornation and their inolica,

tions for social change. We intend to pursue thece topics

in a 'later paper.

0 1 1 1
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CONCLUSION

Although titan different evidence'And different models of

human nature, Erikson and Piaget agree on the stages of affective

.4

development which underlie the preschool and school years. To this

consensus, Piaget contributes a cognitive sequence of development

which gives it more strength. Erikson presents a number of

important ideas about how social structure and resources which

surround the childcontribute to or impede his persohallevelop-'

ment. These ideas are vague but worth developing. What Erikson

contributes is a way of thinking about these connections which is

j
useful. The creative and destructive dialectics between the individual

and specific socal institutions for childien of diZAOrent back-

grounds needs to be researched. This would provide valuable

information for developing educational programs which could,,

respond to denciencies and augmen supports in the child's

environment so that he or she has A better chance to Mature in

,

v, ,:,

a healthy way. When all that is done, 4ever, we will probably

find that schools do not make-much diffekence.
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